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Chapter 721 - Hand of Heaven 

“It appeared again…” Shi Hao said to himself. He felt joy, sorrow, as well as disappointment. All types of 

feelings welled up within him. He was feeling a complex mix of emotions. 

Within his body, bone texts appeared like strokes of calligraphy, strokes that travelled horizontally, 

vertically, diagonally, pressed down firmly… when displayed together, they shone brilliantly and 

concentrated like the stars. Sacred force surged from within them. 

In the past, because of that bone, blood and tears had fallen. Too much had happened, with joys and 

sorrows interweaved. His life was forever changed because of it. 

From when he had his bone bloodily gouged out by another, to when his life was close to its end, 

forgotten in the great wasteland’s Stone Village, and now to when he rose up all alone, fighting against 

the world… it was all because of this true bone. 

How could the bone texts reappear? Great waves were stirring within Shi Hao. He could not stay calm at 

all. These imprints were condensing! 

Dong! 

Within the Flying Immortal stone, it was as if a morning bell or evening drum rang. There were dao 

sounds coursing through his arms, passing into his body. It was so loud that even the deaf could hear 

them. He saw the truth, granting him great enlightenment. 

Bone texts were concentrated within his flesh, flowing like molten iron, blazing and resplendent. They 

extended to all four limbs of his body, fully displaying the power of that precious technique! 

Shi Hao suppressed his agitation and collected his thoughts. He concentrated all of his attention on 

comprehending these patterns, carving them down so he could truly grasp them. This was a rare 

opportunity. 

His body and mind were clear, entering a state of forgetting himself. There was only the precious 

technique within his eyes, only bone texts! 

This was a deep level of comprehension. His heart was calm. Symbols condensed and took form one 

after another, appearing within his body. He firmly grasped them. 

How terrifying was the precious technique of an innate supreme being? It was complex to the extreme. 

The so-called patterns interweaved like a sky full of stars. It was difficult to remember. 

Shi Hao didn’t know if he would be able to see this precious technique again after missing this 

opportunity. That was why he cast aside all distractions, all for the sake of remembering this secret 

method. 

He became momentarily quiet and speechless, entering the world within his body. 

In the surroundings, everyone revealed looks of shock. Why did this person become silent? 



Regardless, everyone was already extremely shocked. He raised the Flying Immortal stone three feet 

into the air, and then he didn’t move, actually maintaining this type of state for a long time. 

Just how terrifying did one’s strength have to be to do this? 

One had to understand that just now, those geniuses did everything they could, yet they could only 

move it a bit. Even the exceptional talents could only raise it a foot or two, and then they couldn’t hold 

on any longer. 

He actually produced this type of performance, immediately dominating these people! 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu’s beautiful faces were devoid of color. What kind of monster was this? They 

truly feared that he might raise it with a spurt of energy. The two looked at each other, expressing both 

shock and worry. 

“How formidable! This lunatic did have the qualifications to be so arrogant. Could it be that he really is 

going to raise this strange stone today?” 

A few people felt nervous inside. They all felt that this was inconceivable. 

Regardless of whether it was the Celestial Race or the geniuses from outside this clan, they were all 

quite jealous, not willing to see him succeed. How could this kind of accomplishment end up belonging 

to this type of person? 

Suddenly, everyone saw his body shake, and then violently tremble, as if the body couldn’t hold on 

anymore. It was as if he couldn’t persist much longer. 

“Yi, it seems like he can’t hold on much longer and is about to fall,” someone said softly, revealing a look 

of happiness. 

Shi Hao’s body’s shaking became stronger and stronger. A bit of light flowed through the Flying 

Immortal stone, as if it was going to come off his hands and fall off. 

“I knew that he would fail. No one could succeed. Who does he think he is?” 

“This is a unique stone that had existed since the Immortal Ancient era. No one can raise it!” 

The Celestial Race finally released a breath of relief. No one from their entire race could raise the 

immortal stone, so if an outsider did this, how could they endure that? 

The young experts that came from other great sects, the outstanding talents of their aras, all released a 

breath as well. Otherwise, if they were defeated like that, it would really make them look bad. 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu, the two beautiful ladies, were no longer nervous either. They relaxed slightly. 

If this fella really did succeed, they would spit out blood. 

“Don’t force yourself any longer. You can’t do it.” Red Spider Lily took delight in his disaster as she 

spoke, purposely inciting Shi Hao, wishing to see him dejected and depressed. 

“If you can’t do it, then just give up. You don’t have that kind of talent. If you continue to force yourself, 

you will only break your bones and snap your tendons, ruining your foundation.” Fu Qu said with a dull 

and indifferent voice. 



They were clearly getting revenge, inciting Shi Hao to keep trying. It was because they were just angered 

too unbearably before. 

The dozen or so young experts from outside this race all revealed strange expressions. Some had smiles 

on the corners of their mouths, waiting for Shi Hao to make a fool out of himself and be crushed by the 

Flying Immortal stone. 

However, after waiting all this time, Shi Hao’s body continued to shake, but he just didn’t fall. 

"I don't think he'll last much longer." Someone began a countdown with a smile, wishing to see this so-

called genius be crushed. 

The martial arena was packed with people. There were too many young experts that came. They were 

all quietly waiting for the youth at the center of the arena to fail. 

Time flowed on. Over a hundred breaths time had already passed! 

“Yi, why isn’t he falling yet?” 

“It really is strange! He clearly can’t stand it any longer, so why can he still endure it? Something doesn’t 

seem right!” 

Everyone became stunned. They all revealed looks of puzzlement. 

Everyone began to feel dismay. They all began to develop suspicions. He should have collapsed under 

the pressure, so why was he still shaking in the wind? 

“I reckon that he might just suddenly fall. He clearly can’t hold on any longer, yet he is struggling on 

through clenched teeth. His body might just completely split apart at the final moment!” 

“Interesting. Let’s see just how long he will hold on for.” Red Spider Lily said softly. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao moved. His arms raised slightly upwards, bringing the Flying Immortal stone another 

foot higher. It was now four feet from the ground. In addition, his body stabilized, becoming like a 

boulder without moving, stopping his ‘decline’. He firmly stood there. 

Everyone became stupefied, especially the ones that were just taking delight in his misfortune. They all 

shut their mouths. 

Even Red Spider Lily was stunned, the expression on her fine and beautiful face freezing. Was this fella 

doing this on purpose, intentionally watching as she made a fool of herself? 

Everyone became shocked. He actually stopped shaking, as well as endured for over a hundred breath’s 

time. This was a bit ridiculous. 

Could it be that he intentionally did this for everyone to see? 

“Too shameless. Is he playing with everyone? Daring to do this, is he not scared of not being able to hold 

on any longer and his body exploding?” Someone sneered and said. 



Just now, quite a few young experts spoke, breaking into discussions. It seemed like they were all wrong 

now. All their faces now fell. This fella was using his actions to challenge them, making all of them lose 

face! 

“Thick skinned, a dark and bad heart, this is his true portrayal,” Fu Qu said. She was quite discontent as 

well and inwardly grinded her teeth. 

In reality, this couldn’t be blamed on Shi Hao. He had long entered a world of his own self. How could he 

still tend to other things. Everything was happening based on his instincts. 

Within his large eyes, there were only mysterious bone texts. He was completely infatuated with them, 

immersing himself and carefully studying, observing them. He engraved them in his memory one after 

another. 

For him, time was incomparably precious and could not be wasted. 

“Judgment light…” 

Within his body, brilliant light emerged, cutting open the eternal, making the world within his heart 

brilliant. An undying aura began to spread. 

In the past, when he fought that great battle against the dual-pupils, he barely made it out alive. He had 

seen this light before; it was precisely the supreme method the supreme being bone produced. 

Strand after strand, like immortal multicolored light from outer space, scattered downwards, turning 

into bone texts. They formed ripples, producing all living things. It was omnipresent, lighting up the 

heavens. 

Shi Hao bathed within it all, unable to free himself as he comprehended these changes. He earnestly 

studied the method. 

The heavens’ punishment descended, carrying out judgment on everyone in the world of mortals. Bone 

texts interweaved, intense and terrifying. 

“Yi?” 

Shi Hao woke up from his state of dao comprehension. He was a bit shocked. The bone texts were 

changing and evolving, becoming a bit different from what he saw before. 

From outer space, judgment light descended from the heavens. They then unexpectedly began to 

condense, forming a hand that reflected in his eyes. It contained a heaven changing profoundness. 

The pure white hand was warm and gentle like jade, covered in symbols. It possessed terrifying power, 

as if it could destroy everything! 

"So it was actually like this!" Shi Hao understood inwardly. This was the true complete precious 

technique. 

Could it be that last time when Shi Yi displayed it, he hadn’t completely grasped it? The grafted bone 

had not completely merged with him yet? 



If the dual-pupils were still alive and reappeared, he should be able to display the perfect divine ability 

now, right? 

“Hand of heaven!” Shi Hao now knew the name of the precious technique of his first bone. 

He already lost that bone, and he was without supreme being blood, so how could he see the bone texts 

again? Shi Hao was shocked. After awakening, he began to ponder over this problem. 

“The body is the foundation, producing the bone that has the innate precious technique. Perhaps the 

foundation still possesses the essence of the imprints.” This was the conclusion he came to after his 

analysis. 

Then, he thought of the Flying Immortal stone. The value of this thing was too great, unexpectedly 

reawakening the imprints within the very depths of his flesh, allowing the supreme being bone texts to 

reappear. 

What kind of strange thing was this exactly? Shi Hao used the dual pupil secretly and carefully inspected 

it. He discovered that there was something within this stone, but he couldn’t see it too clearly. 

“An ancient scripture?” 

That item was wrapped within mists and hidden within the stone, difficult to see through. Not even the 

dual pupil could help him here, unable to grasp its true form. 

He sighed inwardly with amazement. No wonder there were rumors that this wondrous book could 

illuminate the true bones, divine skins, precious blood, and other things. It was not simple after all. If 

one cultivated with it, they could understand their self even better. 

The Immortal Ancient era’s things were formidable after all. Shi Hao exclaimed in admiration. 

In the past, the Celestial Race had shaken all three thousand provinces, known to be an Emperor Race of 

the higher realms, so that was why they could have this priceless immortal stone. One wouldn’t be able 

to find a second piece even if they scoured the entire higher realms. 

Shi Hao meditated here, comprehending the method again. He threw away all other thoughts and 

focused on understanding the Hand of heaven bone texts, engraving them within the depths of his mind 

one after another. 

This was a rare opportunity! 

In the surroundings, everyone watched impatiently. Shi Hao actually closed his eyes as he carried the 

Flying Immortal stone. His expression was calm without any joy or worry. 

Red Spider Lily was truly angered badly. This fella really knew how to pretend. Others could only lift it 

after exhausting everything they had, yet he could act so complacent here. 

“Stop being fake already. I know you can’t hold on much longer, but you are purposely controlling your 

expressions. Your body will break apart soon, don’t blame me for not reminding you.” 

“Are you saving energy? You still want to raise it? I reckon that you will definitely fail.” Fu Qu smiled, 

provoking him. 



In reality, Shi Hao didn’t even hear these two’s words. He entered the precious technique’s world, 

comprehending the Hand of heaven. 

“I don’t believe that he really can raise the Flying Immortal stone!” An exceptional talent from outside 

this race revealed a cold smile. 

The Celestial Race’s experts all inwardly nodded. They didn’t think that he could succeed, because in the 

past, their race’s most formidable genius only managed to raise it to his shoulder before his arms 

blasted apart. 

“This is… he raised it!” n𝑂𝐯𝖾/𝗅𝒷.In 

Under everyone’s shocked eyes, Shi Hao unconsciously moved. His hands carried the Flying Immortal 

stone, slowly raising it up. This time, his body didn’t even shake, as steady as an enormous mountain. 

Then, his arms and the unique stone rose, directly passing over his shoulders, and then it was raised to 

the very top! 

He stood there, raising the immortal stone high up in the air. 

Chapter 722 - Immortal Melody 

Shi Hao was completely unaware that he already raised up the flying immortal stone. The scene was 

dead silent. He continued to be immersed in his own world. 

“This… is there still heaven reasoning?!” The crowd of celestials were greatly alarmed, and then their 

expressions all changed. No one from their race had ever succeeded before, yet the youth in front of 

them did. 

A commotion broke out on the spot. All of the young celestials were stupefied. They erupted with noise. 

The dozen or so geniuses outside the clan were all shocked. They were closely related to this clan, so 

they naturally understood the stone’s origins. This was an immortal ancient stone that was too difficult 

to move. 

Now, someone shattered reasoning, raising the immortal stone above his head. Moreover, it didn’t look 

like it was too difficult of a task. It was extremely strange. 

“What kind of divine force is this?” Even the exceptional talent could only stare blankly and exclaim in 

admiration. He had also raised it, but it was only lifted an inch and maintained for a brief moment. 

Everyone became completely stunned, feeling that this was inconceivable. 

Red Spider Lily’s beautiful eyes were widened. There was no way she could have thought of this result. 

This seemingly unsightly, thick-skinned youngster actually succeeded! 

“I’m done for!” She couldn’t help but say to herself. She wanted to run. She immediately made the bet 

with Shi Hao before, but now that she lost, the consequences were too horrible to contemplate. 

Fu Qu’s face was also pale. What were they supposed to do now? The never thought that this person 

would really be able to raise the immortal ancient stone. This was just like something out of a legend. 



Not long ago, she was still ridiculing Shi Hao, waiting for him to make a joke out of himself, thinking that 

there was no way he could raise the immortal stone. Now, reality was right before her eyes. 

The two girls looked at each other, feeling that things were not looking good at all. When they thought 

about the gamble, their bodies felt extremely uncomfortable. Were they really going to become dao 

companions of this youth at the same time? 

When they came to this conclusion, the two individuals’ faces immediately lost color. They were truly 

scared badly, feeling as if they had trapped themselves. They placed this condition, but the other party 

fulfilled it so easily. 

The two ladies were proud and arrogant, never being oppressed by others. They always had their own 

confidence, rejecting all geniuses that came knocking on their clan’s doors. Now, they had to marry the 

same person? 

When they thought of this result, they truly felt it to be more unbearable then if they were killed. If 

news of this got out, how would they endure this? This was too embarrassing! 

“Heavens, someone raised the Flying Immortal stone!” 

After a brief moment of clamoring, someone shouted loudly, spreading the information. This was 

undoubtedly a shocking event that alarmed many celestials. 

“That fella succeeded?” 

There were quite a few people who weren’t able to squeeze their way in and stood outside the martial 

arena, because there were just too many people. Right now, when they received these news, there 

wasn’t a single one that wasn’t stunned. They were all incomparably shocked. 

Ever since the ancient times, there had never been anyone that raised the immortal stone, but now, it 

was done, and also maintaining this stance the entire time. This was explosive news. 

“Could it be that the three most brilliant pearls of our clan will all have to become his dao companions? 

Heavens, please release a streak of lightning and just kill me now!” Someone released a cry of despair. 

The peace of this region was shattered. It was hard for everyone here to stay calm. It was extremely 

noisy. 

When Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu heard everyone’s words, their faces fell even further, especially when 

they felt everyone’s eyes gather over. The two truly wished to find a hole to hide themselves in. 

“What do we do?” 

The two looked at each other in dismay, unable to think of anything. 

Red Spider Lily wore red clothes that flickered with scarlet multicolored light like a burning flame. Her 

skin was snow white and sparkling. Right now, her brows were tightly locked together. She was truly 

worried badly. 



Fu Qu wore white clothes and appeared otherworldly. She was quiet and exquisite. She was extremely 

unwilling, incapable of accepting the fact that she had to become that fella’s dao companion. In a few 

years, she would have to leave behind a descendent. She was simply going to go mad. 

“Why is he still not moving and maintaining this stance?” Within the hubbub of noise, everyone in the 

martial arena were discussing among themselves. Someone noticed Shi Hao’s strange state and asked. 

This was too absurd! 

He was as steady as a boulder, not moving at all. The immortal stone was raised high above him, but it 

wasn’t strenuous at all, as if he could maintain this stance for a long time. 

“How could this be? Being able to raise it is already quite amazing, so why can he still maintain that 

position for such a long time?” 

Everyone felt that this was a bit inconceivable, as if they were looking at a ghost. 

“Yi, could that fella have been killed, and now there is only an empty shell left, maintaining that stance?” 

Someone muttered. 

When Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu heard this, they immediately paid close attention, really wishing for 

something to happen so they could cancel this bet. 

“His breathing is long and peaceful, and the blood energy within his body is exuberant like a secluded 

dragon. He is clearly at his peak state.” Someone came to this conclusion. 

“Is this an intentional provocation?” The exceptional talents from outside this clan were doubtful. 

Otherwise, why did he do this? 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu looked at him again and again, feeling that it was reasonable. This fella 

actually closed his eyes, assuming a relaxed appearance. This was too hateful and shameless. 

“What is all the racket about?!” Senior figures had arrived. When they learned what was going on, they 

similarly couldn’t help but cry out in alarm. They all stood in place, stupefied. 

True deity Xi Xia hurried over as quickly as she could. With the ancient ancestor in seclusion and 

Heavenly deities helping Yun Xi and the others merge with their heaven’s mandate stones, True deities 

and others were in charge of the clan’s various affairs. 

“He succeeded? That fella really did it?!” Even the True deities were bewildered, feeling greatly shocked. 

Great waves stirred within them. 

This was not some small matter. It was definitely enough to make even Heavenly deities jump and come 

out of isolation to inquire about the details. It was too inconceivable. n𝓸𝗏𝑬(𝐿𝔟)In 

“That fella really likes to pretend, still not lowering the Flying Immortal stone. Be careful not to tire 

yourself to death and cough out blood!” Red Spider Lily was resentful. 

“No, he is comprehending the dao. You all must not disturb him.” The True deity Xi Xia noticed the 

problem. Her expression became grave, informing everyone that they cannot go up to disturb him. 



When these words sounded, it made people even more jealous. Many people widened their eyes, 

staring unendingly at him. 

“Fu Qu, Red Spider Lily, what do you two think about this youth? He produced such an impressive feat. 

This has surpassed all of our Celestial Race’s previous outstanding individuals!” The old woman Xi Xia 

sighed and said. 

The two young ladies were speechless. This youth really was formidable, having this type of method. He 

was definitely extraordinary. However, when they thought about how he was acting not too long ago, 

they truly couldn’t endure it. 

“It really is a nightmare!” Red Spider Lily said without a trace of politeness. 

“I will protect him here!” The True deity Xi Xia said, ordering the crowd to scatter. She personally 

guarded this place. 

Two hours later, Shi Hao finally opened his eyes. 

He sighed softly. Hand of heaven was too profound. If he truly wanted to grasp it, he needed time. 

There was no way he could completely comprehend all of the engravings. 

He now freed himself from this state of dao comprehension. Will there still be another chance later? 

“Yi, I… how did I end up raising the Flying Immortal stone?” Shi Hao was shocked when he discovered his 

own state. In reality, it wasn’t he that raised it, but instead that the stone resonated with his body’s 

divine patterns and rose on its own. 

In the surroundings, everyone became speechless! 

“Heavens! Now that I raised it like this, could it be that I really have to take those two flowers?” He was 

driven mad. He was prepared to escape, thinking up every possible method to do so, but in the end, 

things developed to this state. 

Everyone was stupefied. This fella… after taking advantage of others, he was still going to act like this? 

No one would believe that this was what he was thinking inside. They all felt like he was acting smug, 

purposely ridiculing the two exceptional beauties. 

Red Spider Lily immediately became angry, saying, “What are you trying to say? Are you doing this on 

purpose?” She truly wanted to give this youth a beating. He was too cocky! 

“I really didn’t plan to raise it…” Shi Hao cried out. He felt like there was no way for him to leave this city 

now, so he didn’t mind saying a bit of truth. 

However, in everyone’s ears, it just sounded like ridiculous arrogance. He was definitely showing off 

after getting an advantage! 

The young experts of the Celestial Clan all glared at him, thinking that he was doing this on purpose and 

looking down on everyone. 

“You…” The white clad Fu Qu was angered badly, unable to maintain her aloofness. Just like Red Spider 

Lily, she truly wished to take a bite out of him. 



The dozen or so geniuses from outside the race were all speechless. They still wanted to propose 

marriage to the Celestial Race, but in the end, a maniac that was so strong it made them speechless 

appeared. 

This was a crisis that enveloped all of the City of Heaven. Even if Shi Hao wanted to act low-profile, he 

couldn’t. He actually raised the stone, leaving all sides shaken. 

If not for the higher level figures of the clan not being able to come out, Shi Hao would have definitely 

been summoned to be interrogated. 

In the following two days, visitors poured endlessly to the little lakeside residence, including the 

geniuses that had previously treated him with hostility. 

It was because the reality was difficult to change, the reality that Shi Hao would become dao 

companions with those two pearls. 

As for Yun Xi, no one could be sure, because she had merged with the heaven’s mandate stone and 

would be personally taught by the Old Celestial. It was difficult for outsiders to make arrangements for 

her! 

In these two days, Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu were depressed. Every time they thought about how they 

had to marry Shi Hao and become his dao companions, they felt like they were going to go mad. 

This was especially the case when they thought about the quarrels they had and how they immediately 

made the bet. Their faces were burning, feeling incredibly depressed and resentful. In the end, they 

actually gambled their way into this! 

The two girls felt like they had sinned. They were incomparably regretful. 

“No, this won’t do. I am unwilling. Even if he is powerful, he… is too terrible of a person. His skin is as 

thick as a thief’s. If I have to be with him for the rest of my life, I will die from misery!” Red Spider Lily 

said. 

She discussed things with Fu Qu and secretly used up all of their methods and connections to change 

this. 

During these two days, Shi Hao had talked to the true deity Xi Xia, and then he was allowed to sit in front 

of the Flying Immortal stone to continue his comprehension! 

“What? They invited me?” Shi Hao was surprised. Someone delivered a message, saying that the two 

pearls invited him over. 

After a bit of thought, he agreed and followed this person. 

“To hunt and collect medicine?” Shi Hao revealed a look of shock. When he arrived inside an immortal 

cave and saw these two girls, he actually obtained this piece of news. 

Every year, around this time, there would be a period of time when the spiritual medicine garden and 

beast fields would be opened, allowing the young disciples inside to hunt and collect medicine. 



When Shi Hao obtained this information, he was immediately shocked. He knew that the chance had 

come. These two girls really were unwilling! This was exactly what he was looking for. 

The two unmatched beauties’ influence really was astonishing. In just a day, Shi Hao followed a group of 

youngsters from the City of Heaven, entering the hundred thousand li mountain range below. 

Picking medicine and hunting beasts was extremely normal during this period of time, only in the end, 

Shi Hao was led in front of an abyss. 

“Rumor has it that there is a strange spacial rift that leads to the Immortal Ancient era’s ruins. The Flying 

Immortal stone was obtained from that place too.” Red Spider Lily explained. 

Shi Hao silently sensed it. He discovered that there really seemed to be a spatial crack that led into the 

distance! 

Was this perhaps the last chance to escape he had? 

Shi Hao secretly observed it with the dual pupil. Before Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu finished their enticing, 

he directly leapt down and said, “I’m going to check it out!” 

The two girls and all of the experts that came along were shocked. Why did this shameless person 

suddenly become stupid? He was so easy to fool! Before they even displayed other methods, he went in 

himself! 

Chi! 

Then, a magical chain appeared, winding around Shi Hao and dragging him back out. He was not able to 

close in on that abyss. 

A figure appeared, precisely the Heavenly deity Qi Tuo that had brought Shi Hao back from the Blood 

Plains! 

“Little friend, it is extremely dangerous down there. You cannot enter.” He smiled and said to Shi Hao. 

He then gave Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu a look. These two immediately lowered their heads. 

The group of people were brought back to the City of Heaven. Regardless of whether it was the two girls 

or Shi Hao, they all felt extremely disappointed. 

Qi Tuo came out from isolation. This meant that the other higher level figures were going to emerge as 

well. 

The Heavenly deity Qi Tuo approved of Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu’s bet, and he also decided that they 

would become dao companions soon after. 

“Heavens, save me!” The two girls faces were gloomy. They looked at each other in dismay, secretly 

cursing unendingly. They felt as if they lifted a rock and smashed their own feet. This time, they truly 

suffered severely. 

This was not all. The Heavenly deity Qi Tuo privately made a non-public decision to make Shi Hao the 

Celestial Race’s young generation’s protector. This meant that in the future, he might really become a 

protector of the Celestial Race! 



The protector of a clan undoubtedly possessed great authority. This was a position second only to the 

sect master. 

Qi Tuo’s acts of roping in, this type of favoring, made a few True deities shocked. When some people 

expressed their disapproval, he directly said, “Can you hear the Flying Immortal stone’s dao sound? 

There is an immortal scripture inside!” 

--- 

“I have to bring him tea and water?” Red Spider Lily acted out violently. She was truly angered badly. 

The clan’s True deities actually had her and Fu Qu take care of Shi Hao’s residence. 

This made the two young ladies go mad. This was going too far! Even if they were roping in outsiders, 

they still don’t have to go this far, right? The two individuals were ashamed and resentful. 

During these past few days, Shi Hao obtained special permission to bring the Flying Immortal stone back 

to his residence. He spent the entire day seated in cultivation, comprehending the great dao. 

It was clear that this situation stirred up huge waves. Many people within the Celestial Clan were 

discussing this. 

Even the geniuses outside the clan were shaken up. 

“We must make this person stay behind. He is worth roping in.” The Heavenly deity Qi Tuo personally 

spoke, instructing Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu that they couldn’t throw a fit. 

The two were furious. Even though there were other Heavenly deities, they could only arrive by the 

small lakeside and take care of Shi Hao’s residence. 

“Yi, you two came? Are we going to become dao companions right now?” Shi Hao was shocked. Then, 

with a small voice, he added, “Even more hurried than me, really not reserved at all.” 

The two girls almost scratched at him. This was too infuriating! Who was not being reserved? The two 

clenched their teeth and endured it. 

“Mysterious ancestor, what exactly is there within the Flying Immortal stone?” The True deity Xi Xia 

asked for guidance, wanting to know what was going on. Even she felt that Qi Tuo was ‘pampering’ Shi 

Hao a bit too much. 

“Inside of it is… immortal melody.” The Heavenly deity Qi Tuo said with a serious expression. 

“What is immortal melody?” Xi Xia was surprised. 

“The supreme heavenly book that has been passed down from the Immortal Ancient era that could 

engrave great dao scriptures.” Qi Tuo said, his eyes deep. 

“What?!” Xi Xia was shocked. This was simply a priceless treasure! At the same time, she was a bit 

confused. Why couldn’t their own people comprehend it? 

“Immortal melody itself does not have an unmatched inheritance to pass down. Only, when nurtured by 

immortal energy and undying matter, it will produce a wondrous reaction that can connect heaven and 

earth, producing a sheet of great dao bone text.” 



When Xi Xia heard this, she became momentarily stupefied. 

“Then that is to say, he can come to trigger a sheet of immortal scripture?” 

Chapter 723 - Oppressive Behavior 

True deity Xi Xia found this hard to believe. Her golden magical robe shone, and her head of silver hair 

fluttered about. She widened her eyes and said with a trembling voice, “How could that be? Why can he 

come into contact with the immortal scripture?!” 

She found this hard to accept. Their clan’s most powerful experts couldn’t do this, yet this youth could 

actually hear the sound of scriptures. This was simply outrageous. 

“It is indeed unexpected, but he really is comprehending the method. If it isn’t the immortal melody’s 

great dao bone texts, what other explanation is there?” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo said. 

“He has immortal energy and undying matter on him?” Xi Xia revealed a look of shock and asked like 

this. 

She now already understood that immortal melody, as a rare thing, would not appear to have much 

value when compared to precious things of the secular world. It was hard to find a second piece of 

something like this in the entire world. 

It did not have secret methods recorded on its own, but it could carve down this world’s natural luck and 

reveal great dao traces. That was why it could be called an immortal scripture. 

Qi Tuo nodded. He believed that Shi Hao perhaps had a bit of undying matter left on him. 

“If immortal melody is not currently engraving this world’s great dao, then it is repairing some damaged 

technique on this child’s body.” The Heavenly deity reached this conclusion. 

If it was the former, then it was still easy to explain, because this was where the value of the immortal 

melody laid. However, if it was the latter, it meant that Mo Xi had some supreme inheritance that, even 

though was damaged, was currently being made whole. 

Regardless of what side one looked at it from, the meaning was significant. It meant that a type of 

exceptional precious technique was taking form! 

“What kind of backing does this fella have exactly for him to have undying matter?” True deity Xi Xia 

said to herself. 

Comparatively speaking, Heavenly deity Qi Tuo cared more about the result, caring about the method 

Shi Hao was currently comprehending. If it was handed to the Celestial Clan, it would be an unmatched 

inheritance! 

“I still find this a bit hard to understand…” Xi Xia was still puzzled how this youth could have obtained 

immortal energy or undying matter. 

“In this world, there aren’t many things that are absolute. Perhaps some type of triggering factor led to 

the changes that are taking place today, because the Flying Immortal stone had absorbed a bit of 

undying matter a long time ago.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo said, recalling a few past matters. 



“Your distinguished self is saying…” Xi Xia asked for guidance. 

“In the past, my clan had six great celestials.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo’s eyes started to close. He thought 

back to the ancient past, recalling it fondly, but even more so feeling a sense of regret. 

The Celestial Clan was extremely glorious in the archaic era, its might shaking the three thousand 

provinces. It was known as a higher realm Emperor Clan, and a golden age was produced. 

Xi Xia was moved. She had also heard a few rumors. Regarding the six great celestials’ ultimate end, it 

was impossible to unravel. Not many people knew about it in the clan. 

Even as a True deity, it was still difficult for her to know about everything. How exactly did they die? 

That was a taboo topic! 

“During our most powerful and glorious time, only rarely did our clan face troubles. We were greatly 

respected under the heavens.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo’s eyes were extremely brilliant, yearning greatly 

for that time. 

“Where did they go?” True deity Xi Xia asked carefully. Since they were talking about the six great 

celestials, this was a rare opportunity to ask about them. 

Heavenly deity Qi Tuo sighed softly and said, “The six great celestials all ended up entering that vast 

uninhabited area. Just like that, they left for for millions of years. Five of them never returned.” 

This was the reason for the Celestial Clan’s decline. Otherwise, if the six great celestials were still in this 

world, they would still be one of the higher realms’ Emperor Clans! 

True deity Xi Xia was shaking. Their clan’s ancient ancestors actually disappeared like this! 

Of the six great ‘man to heaven’ unmatched experts, only a single one returned alive. He never 

mentioned anything about the disasters of the uninhabited area. 

“Back then, they brought immortal melody into the boundless and limitless uninhabited area’s depths 

and discovered a bit of undying matter.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo said, exposing some secrets. 

True deity Xi Hua was shocked. Those six great celestials’ plan really was great! 

Unfortunately, five of them fell, and only one of them returned alive. This was terrifying to the extreme. 

One has to understand that back then, six of them moved under the heavens, sweeping through all of 

their enemies. In the end, they actually had this type of conclusion. 

It was rumored that the three thousand provinces added up all together weren’t even a tenth of the 

total higher realms’ territory, while that vast and uninhabited area occupied more than ninety percent. 

It really was shocking. 

What exactly was there in this unknown region? No one could say for sure. 

“The Flying Immortal stone is too important, able to bring about a sheet of supreme immortal 

scriptures. He has to stay in our clan.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo ordered after snapping back to reality. 



Five great celestials disappeared, paying this type of price to make immortal melody absorb a bit of 

undying matter. Even though it was not enough, now, it was actually successfully triggered. They 

naturally had to cherish this opportunity. 

True deity Xi Xia understood. They couldn’t allow Shi Hao to leave. 

Shi Hao became this generation’s protector. News hadn’t been announced publicly yet, only informing 

him privately. It was because the effects of this were too great. The Celestial Clan had their misgivings. 

However, his current situation was quickly improving. There were people specially designated to protect 

him, allowing him to peacefully comprehend the method. 

During these past few days, Shi Hao obtained tremendous benefits. The hazy radiance scattered out 

from within the Flying Immortal stone, passing through his arm and entering his body to project 

symbols. 

In addition, there was a great dao sound that sounded like it came from a yellow bell, ringing by his ears 

to help him comprehend the dao. 

Through the Flying Immortal stone’s help, the symbols became clearer and clearer. He began to 

understand them one after another, but there was no way he could achieve success overnight. After all, 

the supreme being bone had already been lost. 

During this process, Shi Hao inspected the inside of his own body, carefully observing the changes that 

were taking place within him to see exactly what was different, why he could sense the Flying Immortal 

stone’s secret force. 

He discovered that it should be related to him coming into contact with the immortal tomb and 

Lightning Emperor’s two golden sheets. The immortal dao energy within his body had aroused the Flying 

Immortal stone. 

Soon after, this cultivation concluded. He let the Flying Immortal stone go. 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu appeared with reluctant expressions on their faces. Their beautiful, sparkling 

white faces were filled with unwillingness. Tending to this fella made them extremely, extremely 

unhappy. 

“This is a cookbook. What do you need?” Red Spider Lily asked emotionlessly. 

“A hundred jin of dragon liver, three plates of phoenix marrow,” Shi Hao teased. 

“You!” Fu Qu stared at him, feeling more and more like this fella was despicable. He was completely 

opposite from them in every way. 

The food the Celestial Race prepared for Shi Hao were all extremely shocking. They were all precious 

medicines, spiritual springs, and others. Any one of them would be extremely precious in the outside 

world. It was all for the sake of helping him comprehend the dao. 

For example, the purple liquid could cleanse the divine senses and brighten the flesh. It was extremely 

extraordinary, and normally, one can just forget about touching it. They would never be able to even see 

it. 



The food were all composed of spiritual medicine essence, great flesh medicine. If his meals were seen 

by the outside world, jaws would drop to the ground. It was because it was too expensive. 

“What is so good about this thick-skinned fella that Heavenly deity Qi Tuo is caring for him like this?” 

Red Spider Lily muttered inwardly in discontent. Even she felt speechless when she saw this food. 

For example, that soup actually had a bit of holy medicine. It was slowly refined into a congee. Brilliant 

colors flowed about. 

Normally, only when Heavenly deities went into isolation cultivation would they be able to enjoy this 

type of treatment. 

Shi Hao found it difficult to laugh, because these past few days, he had really been treated too well. 

However, only heaven knew when his identity would be exposed. There was no way to predict what 

would happen. 

“When are we becoming dao companions?” He looked at the two and purposely frightened them. 

The two ladies’ faces immediately fell. They really wanted to escape the City of Heaven. If they were 

urged into the wedding and ended up marrying this most despicable youth, for them, it was truly the 

most terrifying punishment. 

Just like that, Shi Hao was extremely content during the following days, using the immortal melody to 

cultivate while having the Celestial Clan’s two pearls to help him. He was simply like a rich good-for-

nothing. 

“How am I supposed to leave?” When there was no one around him, Shi Hao revealed his worry. He 

sighed deeply. He didn’t have any way out. 

Inside the City of Heaven, all of the young celestials were envious of him. They heard a bit of news. 

“Did you know that the fella that raised the Flying Immortal stone is now being treated like a good-for-

nothing, enjoying all types of holy precious medicines?” 

“Sigh, it would be fine if that was all, but our clan’s two pearls were taken into his house, becoming his 

exclusive property. How can heaven tolerate this?” 

“What? Say that again! Preposterous! He cannot blaspheme our fairies!” 

The people in the streets began to become riled up. They were all younger generation celestials. They 

were incomparably stirred up. 

“Everything I said is true. Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu really are living in his residence. If you don’t believe 

me, you all can go to seek proof!” 

These news were truly shocking! 

The Celestial Clan favored Mo Xi, giving him precious medicines to help him comprehend the great dao. 

These things could all be accepted, but this result filled the younger generation with grief and anger. 

That day, news traveled outwards. The younger generation celestials now all knew about this, causing a 

great disturbance to break out. It was extremely noisy. 



“My clan’s two exceptional beauties were taken into the home of an outsider brat?” n/(0𝒱𝑒𝓁𝓫1n 

“Heavens! Just bring down lightning and hack me to death already! What hope is there left in life? This 

really makes people fall into despair!” 

The outside world was in an uproar. 

“Young miss, there are people slandering you!” A servant girl ran over to spread this message. 

“Who? Who is?” Red Spider Lily asked. 

“You’ll know if you just walked on the street…” The servant girl didn’t dare talk about it. 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu got up. As soon as they arrived on the street, chaos immediately broke out. 

Many young experts surrounded them. 

Soon after, they knew what was happening. They were incomparably embarrassed and resentful. Their 

public images were completely destroyed. Everyone was discussing this matter. 

“Red Spider Lily, don’t be scared, isn’t this just an outsider? We’ll help you get rid of him. The City of 

Heaven cannot tolerate his oppressive behavior!” 

In the end, the two individuals’ faces fell from anger and they stormed off in a huff. 

Of course, this was also done intentionally. They stirred on everyone’s resentment to borrow everyone’s 

help in dealing with Shi Hao. They were now already halfway there. 

As expected, the furious crowd of young celestial crowded the streets as they headed towards the azure 

lake, surrounding Shi Hao’s residence. 

“You evil tyrant, return our Celestial Clan’s pearls!” 

“What right do they have to do this, abusing others in my City of Heaven? Even if you were someone 

from an Emperor Clan, it’s still not enough. My clan won’t agree to this!” 

Shi Hao felt that this was rather strange. His cultivation was disturbed. He walked out from the fine 

residence and saw thousands of young Celestial Clan experts. He felt quite wronged. 

“Get lost from the City of Heaven! There is no place here for you!” 

“You little brat actually dare to do whatever you please here, bullying my clan’s people. I want to 

challenge you right here and banish the vile evil you are!” 

When Shi Hao heard these shouts, he immediately looked at everyone with contempt. 

“Staying together with my dao companions, what does that have to do with you all?” 

This simple sentence seemed to have set off an explosion. Many people wanted to rush over and beat 

him up together. 

Shi Hao gave Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu a look, noticing that the corners of their lips were curled up, 

realizing that it was them who invited everyone over. He immediately walked over with large steps. 



“Red Spider Lily, Fu Qu, you two come over. Don’t throw a tantrum and stoop to their level. Let’s go 

back and make babies!” 

When these words were spoken, this place immediately became silent. All of the young celestial opened 

their mouths, revealing shock, dejection, and despair. 

“You scoundrel!” In the end, Celestial Clan’s young experts all roared. This place erupted into chaos. 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu screamed. This guy was too much of a good-for-nothing! Now, no matter how 

they tried to explained things, it all seemed blank. It was too hard to clear things up. 

They shouted loudly, but with so many people here, their voices were completely drowned out. The two 

were embarrassed, angry, and annoyed. They truly wished to directly tear Shi Hao apart. 

Shi Hao took action, and like a ghost, he appeared by their side, dragging them away. His cultivation 

level was greater than theirs, so they had no way of resisting. 

Everyone became furious. They wanted to attack. 

However, in the end, True deity Xi Xia appeared. She roared loudly, subduing everyone and ordering 

them to leave. 

There was no way the disturbance would end just like that. That day, geniuses continuously came and 

went, coming here to challenge Mo Xi to a decisive battle. 

Shi Hao tossed the Flying Immortal stone by the lakeside, telling anyone that whoever could raise it 

could challenge him. Otherwise, please keep this place peaceful. 

“Too arrogant!” Everyone was resentful, but there was no way, because no one could lift it. 

That day, Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu were so angry they almost spat out blood, wanting to stake it all 

against Shi Hao. In the end, they weren’t his opponent, suppressed together, only proving his ‘tyrannical 

behavior’ further. 

“We are not willing to accept this. We want to meet the Heavenly deity!” 

“Please ask the ancient ancestor to come out and deliver justice!” 

That day, many people cried out. 

Unexpectedly, the Heavenly deities all came out! 

It was because Yun Xi and the others had finished merging with the heaven’s mandate stones, so they 

didn’t need their assistance in protecting them anymore. They all came out together. 

Shi Hao sighed. What was inevitable was going to happen. 

Chapter 724 - Identity Leaked 

Heavenly deities came out! The effects of this were huge. 

However, unexpectedly, Shi Hao wasn’t summoned. He instead stayed peacefully in his residence. Xi Xia 

told him to comprehend the dao at ease, that he didn’t have to worry about anything else. 



It was clear that she hoped that Mo Xi would obtain immortal melody’s assistance and comprehend the 

unmatched secret method, then hand it over to the Celestial Clan. 

The Celestial Clan’s younger generation were in despair. The higher levels of the clan didn’t deal with Shi 

Hao, and instead ‘doted’ on him, having people specially guarding the vicinity of the lake and preventing 

others from coming close. 

Soon after, everyone concentrated their attention on another matter. Yun Xi and the other three great 

geniuses came out of isolation, successfully merging with the heaven’s mandate stone and thus walking 

on the unmatched path. 

The effects of this were extremely great. There were six great celestials during the archaic era, and they 

ended up establishing their clan as a higher realm Emperor Clan. Now, these people showed up again, 

even though they were just seeds right now! 

What was a bit regretful was that there were four of them before, but one of them was killed along the 

way. Fortunately, even though another one was seriously injured, he was still treated. 

A sensation broke out today! 

The appearance of the three geniuses made them temporarily forget about everything else. They stood 

at the sides of the road, calling out to them. This represented hope and glory. Perhaps they could once 

again lead the Celestial Clan to ruling the world! 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu’s expressions were complicated. When they saw the three great experts that 

everyone was watching, especially that purple-clothed girl, it was difficult for them to hide their 

disappointment. 

In the past, Yun Xi was like them, not becoming well-known because of her fighting strength or 

cultivation, but instead from her gorgeous appearance. She was ranked within their three pearls. 

Now, the heaven’s mandate stone changed everything for her! 

There was a ruined stone in the clan called heaven’s mandate that could test the younger generation for 

potential, and whether they could truly merge with the true heaven’s mandate stone. 

Through this test, she, together with a large group of people, headed for the mysterious land, ultimately 

standing above the others and merging with the divine stone. From here on out, her path would be 

completely different. 

In reality, this wasn’t all that rare. The Celestial Race were extremely special. They were divided into two 

stages, man and heaven. They might not be that amazing in the man stage, but when they reached 

heaven, they might erupt with potential! 

After obtaining the heaven’s mandate stone and completely merging with it, it meant that these three 

would have endless potential. Their heaven stage would definitely shock past and present. 

As for their previous foundation, it wasn’t an issue at all. Man to heaven was originally a rebirth process. 

All of the path that had been treaded upon would be ‘rectified’. 

Starting again from the beginning was precisely the first step of the road from man to heaven! 



The man stage wasn’t important, what was important was that after stepping on this path, after the 

rebirth process, they would truly surge with the brilliance the heaven stage ought to have. 

How could Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu not be dejected? Someone who was originally equally famous had 

now become one of the clan’s most important members. 

Yun Xi’s appearance was not inferior to theirs, also an exceptional beauty. However, her status and 

future accomplishments would advance unprecedentedly, far outstripping their own. 

In the future, Yun Xi would rule over the world under heaven, becoming someone in a different world 

from them. 

At this moment, everyone in the Celestial Clan looked towards Yun Xi. Her purple clothes fluttered 

about, her hair soft and glowing. Her forehead was sparkling white, her beautiful eyebrows curbed. Her 

large eyes were like gemstones, precious lips bright, body graceful and slender; her entire body was 

outstandingly gorgeous like a fairy that had just walked out from a painting. She was just too beautiful 

In addition, there now a charm to her body that separated her from the masses. This was the result of 

merging with the heaven’s mandate stone, obtaining the heavens’ approval, the world’s wisdom. It 

could now be said that she possessed a magnificent style unmatched in her generation! 

Many from the Celestial Clan’s younger generation stared absentmindedly. Their eyes were fixed on her, 

feeling a type of shame in their inferiority. 

Apart from Yun Xi, the other two were male. They similarly drew people’s attention. 

One of the others was similar to Yun Xi, they couldn’t be considered particularly powerful among the 

young celestials, but this time, because of their great destiny, rose up, obtaining the heaven’s mandate 

stone and merging with it. 

As for the other person, he was even more dazzling. He also had a head of purple hair like Yun Xi, bright 

and glowing like a waterfall. There was a unique divine aura to him. This was an extraordinary male. 

His name was You Yu. His figure was tall and slender, sturdy like a dragon. His skin was sparkling and 

brilliant, looking like an immortal that descended into the secular world. His eyes were clear, his 

eyebrows reaching the temples. He was handsome and heroic in appearance. 

This was the Celestial Clan’s most powerful genius. He was an exceptional talent, already shocking 

originally. Now that he received the heaven’s mandate stone’s approval, he became even more 

terrifying, now incomparable! 

Many young ladies screamed from both sides of the street, their eyes filled with great splendor. They 

were all looking towards him, because You Yu was already the number one expert of the Celestial Race 

before. 

After merging with the heaven’s mandate stone, his future accomplishments were impossible to assess! 

Just like how all the young men were looking at Yun Xi, all of the young women were looking at You Yu. 

Some people couldn’t hide their adoration and cried out from the sides. 



Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu sighed. When they saw Yun Xi and You Yu walk together, it really was an ideal 

combination. Their gaits were identical, walking shoulder to shoulder. They felt a bit of bitterness inside. 

They knew that if nothing unexpected happened, this would be like a pair of jade. There was always the 

tradition that the most powerful and perfect celestials would walk together. 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu also felt admiration for You Yu, but now, the two of them were powerless to 

compete for him. Yun Xi and You Yu’s relationship looked so close that it was hard for anyone else to 

walk between them. 

That was why Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu felt a bit dejected, even thinking a few different thoughts. So 

what if they ended up becoming dao companions with that hateful Mo Xi? 

Perhaps solely based on aptitude, Mo Xi shouldn’t be inferior to You Yu, right? 

The two were immediately frightened. Was this despair? They were actually searching for confidence 

like this to compare themselves with Yun Xi, even using the relationship they had with that hateful 

youth? 

“What do you all think? Now that our three great young supreme beings came out, can they suppress 

Mo Xi?” Someone suddenly said. 

“They are definitely not inferior to him!” One person said resolutely. He then explained, “The reason 

why Mo Xi could raise the Flying Immortal stone, based on what a True deity said, is because he has 

some special undying matter on him.” 

This information left many people shocked. After understanding more of the details, there wasn’t one 

that wasn’t happy. They now regained quite a bit of confidence! 

“Regardless, I believe that he definitely isn’t You Yu’s opponent. My clan’s exceptional talent merged 

with the heaven’s mandate stone, so who could compete against him?!” 

Many young celestials nodded their heads in agreement. They were previously an Emperor Clan. Once 

an exceptional talent appeared, that would definitely be an incomparably terrifying thing. Now that he 

merged with the heaven’s mandate stone too, he was fated to dominate all others in his generation. 

“Is Mo Xi really strong?” While walking through the street and being looked at by tens of thousands of 

pairs of eyes, You Yu spoke. He looked towards the beauty walking with him. 

Yun Xi nodded and said, “Extremely strong!” 

Everyone was shocked. They never thought that even the three most powerful experts of their 

generation also mentioned that person. n-(𝓸.-𝒱.-𝐞-(𝐥-.𝔅(.I).n 

"He killed a War King?" The other young man that merged with a heaven's mandate stone spoke up. 

When a few people heard this, they couldn’t help but be socked. 

When You Yu heard this, he also nodded and said, “I heard that a young War Emperor might appear 

among this generation of the War Race. I am actually looking forward to this individual’s appearance.” 

His eyes were clear, his style was elegant and confident. His character was outstanding. 



The three formed companionships. They originally wanted to see Shi Hao, but they were then told that 

he was in isolation training and couldn’t come out to meet them. 

Meanwhile, the higher levels of the Celestial Clan were in discussion. 

“We already came out, so we should meet Mo Xi. He can actually raise the Flying Immortal stone and 

through it trigger the unmatched scriptures, formidable!” 

“He absolutely cannot be disturbed right now. Give him the best dao comprehension environment. No 

one is allowed to disturb him.” 

In the mist shrouded palace, several great Heavenly deities spoke with serious expressions. They all 

favored that outsider youth, hoping that he could obtain the perfect technique in the following days. 

This also meant that the Celestial Race was going to obtain an unmatched inheritance. 

“Everyone, the people who I sent out behind have returned. Perhaps there might be some good news.” 

Heavenly deity Qi Tuo spoke. He clapped his hands, allowing a void figure to enter. 

Everyone became interested. It was because this was someone they sent out into the War Clan to 

understand the truth. 

“Through some special means, we obtained the truth. A young War King was indeed killed in the Blood 

Plains.” The void figure reported. 

“The War Clan really is keeping their composure, sealing off all information. News of this has not yet 

spread to the outside world.” A Heavenly deity smiled coldly. They killed a heaven’s mandate genius, 

while the other party lost someone as well. This barely made things even. 

“I also report to great ones that the War Clan sealed all news, because another irregular event 

happened. The one that killed the War King does not have an ordinary identity,” said the void figure. 

“Oh? What kind of unordinary?” A Heavenly deity shrouded in the hazy ancient palace who released a 

powerful pressure asked. 

“It is rumored that he is Huang!” 

When these words were spoken, the palace hall became quite. Then, an incomparably terrifying aura 

erupted. It was clear that several Heavenly deities were shocked. 

“It’s actually Huang!” A Heavenly deity stood up with a teng sound. His eyes flowed with terrifying 

luster. Heavenly deity magical chains interweaved in the void. 

Even though they were high above everyone else, they still heard this name. In Origin Sky Secret Realm, 

the young devil king Huang slaughtered young outstanding talents from all areas, killing more than a 

single exceptional talent and also obtaining the golden sheet. 

As the Celestial Clan, they were naturally informed. The ancient ancestor, the Old Celestial, had said that 

this might be the Lightning Emperor’s inheritance. 

“Heh, no wonder the War Clan sealed these news. So it turns out to be like this. I reckon they might take 

a risk out of desperation and capture the young devil king Huang!” A Heavenly deity spoke. 



This was definitely no small matter. The young devil king Huang had a supreme precious technique. Who 

would try to plot against him? 

“He actually appeared in my race! I truly never would have thought of this!” Another Heavenly deity 

laughed loudly. 

“How should we treat this matter?” One of them frowned. 

Huang had a great secret on him. His unmatched precious techniques were world shocking. Who didn’t 

want to capture him and obtain what he had? 

Meanwhile, from another point of view, he had previously made Immortal Palace’s inheritor suffer a 

huge loss. His natural aptitude was shocking. If they raised him, he might produce a terrifying 

intimidation effect. 

“Call him over first. We want to meet with him.” A Heavenly deity said. 

Soon after, Shi Hao came out from isolation. He was led into this ancient palace. The people who 

showed the way were shocked, because normally, few people could enter this place. 

This palace hall was extremely ancient. It was often used for deciding on great matters. 

Shi Hao had a bad feeling. Things couldn’t be hidden any longer. He entered the mist shrouded ancient 

palace along the stairs and met the Heavenly deities. 

In addition, he found with surprise that Yun Xi and the other two young men were also here. They were 

allowed to stay on the side and hear secrets. They were being raised as core members of the clan. 

“Who exactly are you?” A Heavenly deity spoke. There was a terrifying dignity to him. He sat on the 

praying mat, surrounded by a bit of chaotic mist. He was mysterious and powerful. 

At this moment, Shi Hao was calm. Since things already reached this state, he remained incomparably 

calm. “I am Huang!” 

“What?” On the side, Yun Xi was shocked. Her beautiful eyes were widened. 

You Yu and the other young supreme being were also shocked, revealing looks of astonishment. They 

felt that this was inconceivable. This person actually had this kind of identity. 

Above, the Heavenly deities were silent. They never thought that he would be so frank, directly exposing 

his own identity. This place immediately sank into a state of silence. 

Chapter 725 - Difficult, Dangerous Situation 

He was Huang, the one who had the Lightning Emperor’s immortal scripture, the golden sheet. Right 

now, he was in the City of Heaven! Everyone revealed looks of shock. 

The palace was silent. Mists curled about. Several Heavenly deities sat on praying mats, indistinct and 

powerful. No one opened their mouths to say anything. It was incredibly quiet. 

“How could this be?!” Yun Xi’s purple hair was smooth and glossy, her sparkling charming face full of 

shock. The Mo Xi she had traveled with this entire time was actually Huang. He had this other identity! 



You Yu had an imposing appearance. His eyes shone brightly as he stared at the calm youth in front of 

him. This was Huang? The one that had killed exceptional talents, and killed a War King was actually like 

this. 

Within the palace, the atmosphere was extremely tense and heavy. 

Shi Hao stood there, waiting for the result. He knew that things would be extremely dangerous now that 

he exposed his identity. No matter which great sect it was, it would be difficult for them not to be 

enticed. 

After all, the Lightning Emperor’s magic was known as a heavenly technique, an immortal scripture that 

regulated the world in heaven’s place, passing divine judgment on this world. It was the most terrifying 

thing. Even forbidden existences would feel moved. 

“Where do you come from? What sect are you from?” One of the Heavenly deities surrounded by mists 

spoke calmly without any fluctuations in his voice. The chaotic mist within the palace was hazy. There 

was a great pressure here. 

“I came from the uninhabited forbidden depths outside the three thousand provinces.” Shi Hao replied. 

Currently, he calmed himself down, his eyes not revealing a trace of ripple as he gazed at the Heavenly 

deities. 

When these words were spoken, there wasn’t a single one among the higher level figures of the 

Celestial Clan who weren’t shaken. However, as Heavenly deities, they preferred not to show joy or 

anger on their faces. They still looked calm, but great waves were stirring about within their hearts. 

This youth came from that terrifying uninhabited region? They harbored suspicions and attached 

exceptional value to this. 

It was because that place represented the strange, powerful, frightening, and mysterious. It was full of 

unknowns and terror. Not even the Celestial Clan would be so great as to believe they could subdue a 

place like that. 

“Are there inheritances in the uninhabited region?” A Heavenly deity spoke, not revealing any human 

emotion. 

“My clan resides within, but I cannot talk about it.” Shi Hao continued to remain neither servile nor 

overbearing as he responded to the Heavenly deity’s question. Now that things had reached this point, 

he had no choice. He could only use this name as a shield, because perhaps that was the only way he 

could protect himself. 

Yun Xi found this hard to believe. Her beautiful face was full of shock. The youth she had travelled 

hundreds of thousands of li with was actually so mysterious. 

Inside the palace, those Heavenly deities became silent, not speaking for a long time. None of them 

could calm themselves down. 

In the archaic era, the Celestial Clan was extremely glorious. There were six great celestials that 

appeared in this world, establishing an Emperor Clan and ruling the word. All people respected them. It 



was precisely these six great experts that brought them endless glory, but after they entered that 

boundless uninhabited area, the unexpected happened! 

Regarding the six great celestials, whenever their names were brought up, who wouldn’t respect them, 

who wouldn’t feel fear? That was an undefeated legend! However now, only a single one returned alive. 

The other five were nowhere to be seen. 

Inside the palace, the great Heavenly deities were silent. How could they not attach great importance to 

this? If what this youth said was true, then they had to treat him seriously. They couldn’t rashly make 

decisions. 

This might perhaps be an incredibly important event! 

“Coming from that region, do you feel that it is any different from the outside world?” A Heavenly deity 

asked, his gaze deep as he stared at the youth below him. 

Shi Hao trembled inwardly. Were they trying to test him? He knew that there was no way he could make 

them believe him with just a single sentence, nor could it intimidate them. These people were full of 

experiences, their eyes and eyelashes clear, not easy to deceive. 

“The ancestor has instructed me not to say anything regarding that place,” Shi Hao said. It was because 

he truly didn’t know, while the Celestial Clan had an old ancestor that returned alive, so he should more 

or less know a bit. If he tried to say anything more, he would give himself away. 

Shi Hao’s mind trembled. He felt like it would be difficult to deal with what would happen today. 

“Mo Xi, you… are Huang?” From the side, Yun Xi spoke. She was beautiful and stunning, her entire body 

sparkling and shining. Her skin was snow-white and translucent. Only, right now, her expression was 

complicated. 

“I am!” Shi Hao nodded. 

Yun Xi opened her mouth, but she didn’t say anything. They had travelled together all this time, yet she 

didn’t even know his true identity. 

Then, the Heavenly deities asked a few more questions. They did not casually smile and instead spoke 

with awe and solemness. They made it feel like it was a bit difficult to breathe here. 

Shi Hao replied the questions one after another with a calm expression. 

"Alright, you may leave." Heavenly deity Qi Tuo spoke, having him depart from the palace. This place 

entered a state of silence. 

Shi Hao stared blankly. Everyone led him out from this important holy land. He walked quite far away, 

not showing any expression this entire time, revealing neither joy or anger. 

In the palace, the Heavenly deities talked among themselves. They were all discussing and thinking 

about what to do. 

“Do you all believe his words?” Qi Tuo asked. 

“Naturally not.” One of them carried an indifferent smile. 



The others nodded. Their expressions all relaxed. They didn’t believe Shi Hao came from the uninhabited 

region. They understood some actual truth. 

On the side, the three young supreme beings were shocked. They all revealed looks of surprise. They 

began to ask the Heavenly deities for guidance. How did they come to this decision? 

Qi Tuo indifferently said, “Forget about the performance in Origin Sky Secret Realm, as well as how 

those sect masters have all said that he is a loose cultivator, just as a Heavenly deity myself, how can I 

be deceived so easily? I naturally have my own divine senses for judgment.” 

This was a Heavenly deity’s intuition. They carefully thought to themself, and they always felt, through 

their divine senses, that Shi Hao’s words were not true. 

“Daring to deceive you all, that is equivalent to disrespecting Heavenly deities,” You Yu frowned. 

“What type of attitude should we use exactly, to deal with him?” A Heavenly deity spoke. This was a 

difficult topic. The Heavenly deities were all internally conflicted. How were they supposed to treat this 

youth? 

The LIghtning Emperor immortal scripture could not be passed up on. They wanted to obtain it. This 

type of unmatched secret method would be extremely beneficial for even the ancient ancestor, the Old 

Celestial. Perhaps he could advance a step further. 

In addition, this youth’s aptitude was quite shocking as well, able to make Immortal Palace inheritor 

suffer greatly. He truly was formidable. If they could nurture him and make him the Celestial Clan’s 

protector, the value was too great. 

“I feel like we must obtain the clan’s bone lens to observe him and see the truth.” A Heavenly deity said. 

Some people nodded, expressing their agreement. “Perhaps we should let him first study the method of 

immortal melody in isolation. We can discuss this a bit later.” 

It was clear that they cared quite a lot about Shi Hao borrowing the Flying Immortal stone to 

comprehend the unrivaled method. They wanted to understand and obtain its secrets. 

“It will give him time, and give us time as well. There is no need to urgently make a decision. Before 

then, we can communicate less with him. If he is willing to stay behind, what is so bad about cultivating 

him into a dao protector?” A Heavenly deity said. 

The others nodded. This was a mature and dependable suggestion. 

If that was the case, they could foster this youth, giving him time to rise up to power and ultimately 

become an extremely powerful individual who could overlook dozens of provinces. This would definitely 

bring the Celestial Clan endless benefits. 

“Alright, then let’s go with this for now. We will have him comprehend the Flying Immortal stone first. 

That precious technique and the Lightning Emperor’s immortal scripture are both extremely important.” 

On this topic, their opinions were more or less the same. 



“There is one point where we have to be on our guard about. He is obedient now, but if he feels hatred 

in the future, once he grows up, it might be a disaster.” When these great Heavenly deities were leaving, 

someone said this. 

Everyone nodded, shivering a bit inwardly. 

Shi Hao returned to the small lakeside residence. Only after a long time did he calm down. He didn’t 

know what would happen, how the Celestial Race would treat him, or what kind of decisions they would 

come to. n-/O𝗏𝖊𝑙𝑏1n 

However, everything was peaceful, as if nothing had happened yet. True deity Xi Xia told him that he 

didn’t need to think too much and to just focus on his comprehension and cultivation. 

Shi Hao was speechless. He realized that a difficult and dangerous situation was impending. The peace 

was going to be shattered. His peaceful days in the Celestial Clan were about to reach their end. 

He knew that the Celestial Race cared greatly about his current comprehension and even more so 

wanted to obtain the Lightning Emperor’s immortal scriptures. They didn’t immediately make a decision 

and take action because he couldn’t escape. As long as he was inside the City of Heaven, they had more 

than enough time to demand for those things. 

“Perhaps there are still some who are thinking of fostering my growth so I can resist those Emperor 

Clans’ experts, right?” He said to himself. 

Shi Hao entered a state of meditation, recovering himself to his most calm and optimal state. He silently 

thought to himself for a long time, and in the end, he began to comprehend the Hand of heaven. 

After that day, no one came to disturb Shi Hao, giving him a peaceful cultivation environment. Even 

those young celestials that tried to stir up trouble didn’t appear. 

Shi Hao didn’t think about anything else. He only focused on the techniques and dao. 

“Reporting, there are War Race experts that have appeared in the outer region of my Celestial Race.” 

Several days later, someone reported, informing the higher level figures of the Celestial Clan about some 

news. 

“Yi, could it be that they still want to fight us, coming to the Heaven Province, entering our domain? 

They should forget about being let off lightly this time!” A True deity sneered. 

Then, a few powerful experts came out and personally investigated. They understood the true meaning 

of this event. Could it be that a war was truly going to break out? 

Dong! 

Soon after, heavenly drums sounded, startling the Heavenly deities. 

“Why are the drums sounding?” Qi Tuo appeared, his expression grave. 

Soon after, other great Heavenly deities descended. They all look forward at those few True deities. 

“Seniors, things are not good. Heavenly deities from the War Clan have appeared.” 



A True deity spoke with a pale face. They captured traces of Heavenly deities and felt that things were 

taking a turn for the worse. They immediately hurried over to give a report. 

“It seems like they can’t sit still any longer and came for Huang!” Qi Tuo said. 

The one that killed a War King from the War Race was Huang. Regardless of what aspect one looked at 

this from, there was no way they would take this matter lying down. The first was for revenge, and the 

second was to obtain the unrivaled precious technique he had. 

Now, the War Clan’s people finally arrived, revealing their whereabouts. 

“Coming to my Clan’s residence, yet you all still want to be let off easily?” A Heavenly deity sneered. 

Intangible killing intent pervaded the air. They were definitely going to retaliate and kill the War Clan’s 

experts. 

Last time, they were ambushed in the Blood Plains, causing them to suffer greatly. They wanted to get 

revenge for quite some time already. 

The Celestial Race used to be an Emperor Clan of the higher realms. Even though they had declined 

since the archaic era, there was still no one who dared to come knocking on their doors. They decided to 

completely sweep through all intruders. 

“Martial uncle, not good, we’ve discovered the bone boats of other great sects! They are traveling 

through the void into our Celestial Clan’s territory. There are Heavenly deities overseeing them!” 

Someone returned and suddenly reported. 

Everyone stared blankly, and then they frowned. Even Qi Tuo and the other higher level figures’ eyes 

were intimidating as they gazed into the distance. 

Soon after, someone reported that a Heavenly deity level warship appeared a hundred thousand li out. 

There were powerful experts wishing to enter the City of Heaven and obtain an audience. 

“I understand. The War Clan released information. They don’t dare go all out against my clan, and 

instead came to pressure us together with a few great clans.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo came to this 

conclusion. 

The Heavenly deities already understood what was happening. A difficult and dangerous situation had 

arrived. The Celestial Clan’s residence was definitely going to go through a storm, one that would be 

difficult to calm. 

Those people all came for Huang, for the immortal scripture! 

Chapter 726 - This is How You Repay Me? 

A warship stopped a hundred thousand li out. Only a single person walked out, arriving in the Celestial 

Clan’s important location. They then entered the City of Heaven. 

This was a Heavenly deity, a black robed individual who was covered in dark light, his face pale like 

snow. There wasn’t much color to the face, as if he was a corpse. 



He was someone from Underworld Earth, an individual that had entered the Heavenly deity realm for 

many, many years. Despite this being the case, there was still a wave of yin underworld deathly energy 

pervading the air. 

“I have to ask fellow dao brothers for forgiveness for my uninvited visit,” he smiled and said. 

“When esteemed guests visit, there is no forgiveness but welcome.” One of the Celestial Clan’s higher 

level characters said, cupping his fists. Even though he was discontent inwardly, he still wouldn’t show it 

on the surface. 

It was because Underworld Earth was definitely powerful. There were many pieces of deathlands in the 

higher realms, and all of them were vast. Now, they already formed a power and unified, so no one was 

willing to even slightly offend Underworld Earth’s people. 

“Dao brothers, I definitely do not come with malice.” Underworld Earth’s Heavenly deity explained his 

position first, dispelling the Celestial Clan’s hesitation. “I just heard that a youth entered the City of 

Heaven, so I came for him.” 

When these words were spoken, the Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities didn’t say anything. They were 

naturally discontent inside. These people came, without a doubt, for Huang, desiring his precious 

techniques. 

“We are both Heavenly deities, so let’s not beat around the bush. That youth is named Huang, correct? I 

believe you all know.” Underworld Earth’s expert noticed that they were discontent and explained, “In 

Origin Sky Secret Realm, he killed our Underworld Child.” 

A Celestial Clan expert opened his mouth and said, “The Qin Clan invited the young experts of every clan 

to exchange pointers. For people to die in the secret realm, that is something difficult to avoid and 

cannot be blamed on outsiders. Moreover, if you are to blame anyone, you should instead visit Immortal 

Mountain.” 

“You are correct. My clan’s descendant’s strength was lacking, and this cannot be blamed on anyone 

else.” Underworld Clan’s Heavenly deity nodded. 

This made the Celestial Clan’s experts reveal different looks, waiting for his next words. 

The important figure that came from Underworld Earth opened his mouth and said, “I am an extremely 

straightforward person. If I have something to say, I will say it. My clan will not go so far as to muster 

large forces to forcefully attack the Celestial Clan to kill a youth. I came today just to ask for the 

Lightning Emperor’s scriptures. I wish to borrow it to take a look.” 

The Heavenly deities from the Celestial Clan were stunned. They never expected him to be so direct, not 

disguising his intentions at all and immediately stating his intentions. 

“Dao brothers perhaps do not know yet, but this time, experts from many powerful sects have come 

into the Celestial Clan’s territory. There is definitely not only people from Underworld Earth. If the 

Celestial Clan wishes to possess the golden sheet alone, I fear that it is not too realistic.” Underworld 

Clan’s Heavenly deity spoke. 



His intentions were clear. This time, quite a few great sects came. Huang obtained great natural luck 

from Origin Sky Secret Realm, tempting the hearts of many sects. 

“The War Clan really has done it!” Qi Tuo said coldly. They leaked this piece of news out and worked 

together with other sects to coerce the Celestial Clan into meeting their demands. 

Underworld Clan’s Heavenly deity left. It was difficult for the City of Heaven to become calm. The 

Celestial Clan’s higher level figures gathered together to discuss what they should now do. 

“What a joke! These sects want to force us by joining together? Do they think my clan’s great formation 

is just for decoration? The great formation was laid around the ancient city by the six great celestials 

together. Let whoever wants to come come,, then we’ll just kill them all!” An old Heavenly deity spoke 

furiously. 

Since the ancient times, few people dared to force them to do anything. Even at the worst times, they 

could still rely on the City of Heaven’s defenses. There was no way for outsiders to capture them. 

“There is no need to become angry at this. My clan does not fear them. We have the chaotic great 

formation to protect us, so there’s naturally no need to worry about much. There is no need for us to 

bow down.” Qi Tuo spoke. Then, he frowned and said, “However, we still have to make various 

preparations. 

"Have you obtained the sect protecting bone mirror yet? We need to take a look at Huang's true form 

first," someone said. 

Even though the Heavenly deities didn’t have heavenly eyes, they still speculated that Shi Hao’s current 

appearance wasn’t his true appearance. They wanted to borrow their ancestral mirror to see through 

him, illuminating his soul. 

“Come, let us see exactly what kind of background he has, what kind of footing.” A Heavenly deity said. 

He brought out a sparkling white mirror. 

By the azure lakeside, Shi Hao walked by himself. As soon as he emerged from isolation, he released a 

sigh. Howling winds and torrential rain had descended, making him feel extremely suffocated. 

“En?” 

Suddenly, he felt his body become rigid. A wave of mysterious power emerged from his back, making 

him freeze in place. Bright holy radiance scattered down from the void, surrounding his body. 

“Yi, this youngster never revealed his true appearance. This is his true form!” In the palace, several 

Heavenly deities revealed looks of surprise. They stared at the person inside the mirror. 

This was a precious mirror that could illuminate one’s true body. It could also display the secrets of the 

soul. 

“Why do I feel like he is a bit familiar?” A Heavenly deity carried doubt. However, before he was able to 

think any further, he discovered that something wasn’t right. 

“Stop!” Someone shouted, because they discovered that a streak of blood flowed out between Shi Hao’s 

brows. His forehead almost split apart. 



This made the Heavenly deities shocked. They quickly stopped the bone mirror, not daring to have it 

shine on him anymore, fearing that the youth’s flesh would crumple apart. 

“What a precious precious technique! Out of fear of others peering into his divine senses, he carved 

symbols for protection, wishing to destroy everything indiscriminately!” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo said. 

By the small lakeside, Shi Hao’s body trembled. He recovered his freedom. He looked towards the sky, 

and then he wiped at the blood between his brows. He was greatly shaken inwardly. Just now, someone 

had tried to peer into his primordial spirit! 

If not for him carving the Kun Peng’s symbols, reincarnation patterns, lightning technique and others 

inside of his primordial spirit to protect himself, he would have had his sea of consciousness invaded just 

now. 

This was the restriction he set for himself. If a Heavenly deity tried to forcibly peer into his sea of 

consciousness, then his head would split apart, destroying him along with his precious techniques. 

It was because he knew that once others obtained his secrets and got what they wanted, then he 

wouldn’t be far from death. 

“What is wrong with you? Your complexion is a bit unpleasant.” True deity Xi Xia emerged. 

“It’s nothing.” Shi Hao shook his head. He believed that Xi Xia did not know what had just happened. It 

was definitely a Heavenly deity that tried to investigate him. 

“You have to carefully cultivate in isolation. My Celestial Clan will create a dao protector position for 

you. Recently a few experts from other great sects arrived, but my clan’s Heavenly deities won’t 

compromise and will protect you,” True deity Xi Xia said. 

Shi Hao finally understood why those Heavenly deities pried into his primordial spirit. It was because 

they felt the outside world’s pressure and wanted to obtain the Lightning Emperor’s immortal scriptures 

ahead of time. 

“I’ve entered a desperate situation…” He said softly. This was the greatest crisis since entering the 

higher realms. 

He walked along the lake and released a soft sigh. He encountered Yun Xi in the Blood Plains, wishing to 

save her life, yet in the end he put himself in such a dangerous situation. 

Shi Hao reflected on himself. It really was difficult to be a good person. He originally had good 

intentions, slaughtering along and escorting her for hundreds of thousands of li, yet in the end, he put 

himself in danger. 

In the following two days, a few other great sects appeared. They all came to pay the Celestial Clan a 

visit, among them including Immortal Mountain, Demonic Sunflower Garden, Heavenly Country, and 

other sects. 

This made the Celestial Clan feel pressured. They had no choice but to reconsider. 

Dang! 



Suddenly, a bell sounded. Another guest came. 

This time, it wasn’t a creature, but a bell that was accompanied by chaotic energy. It was simple-looking 

and mysterious. It appeared in the City of Heaven and faced the Heavenly deities. 

“It’s him!” The Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities were shocked. 

Shi Hao was shocked as well. He heard the bell sound and raised his head towards the heavens. Then, 

his mind was greatly shaken. It was because he had seen this bell in the lower realm before, 

understanding that his was a chaotic magical artifact of the higher realms. It was at the very forefront of 

precious artifacts. 

In the past, even the Willow Deity had trouble with this bell! 

“I wish to borrow the Lightning Emperor’s scriptures.” The great bell was long and drawn out, releasing 

a clear voice that rippled outwards. Its user didn’t descend and merely sent out this voice. 

The Celestial Clan shivered inwardly. This immortal bell was too unordinary, grasped by an unmatched 

expert. If it fully displayed its power, perhaps it could destroy the Celestial Clan’s great chaotic 

formation. 

There were two characters on the bell, the first: without! 

The second character was extremely indistinct and impossible to make out. It released an ancient aura 

of great changes. 

Then, the great bell disappeared from the City of Heaven. The expression of the experts of the Celestial 

Clan were definitely not pleasant. 

More and more people came from different sects. It made their minds extremely heavy. If they wanted 

to leave Huang behind, they would most likely end up bringing a huge calamity onto themselves. 

“Underworld Earth’s representative was perhaps right. Our clan cannot possess the golden sheet alone.” 

A Heavenly deity sighed and said. 

“Hold on, just now, the bone mirror reflected Huang’s true appearance, but it didn’t discover two golden 

sheets on his body.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo frowned. Could it be that it could only be obtained from 

Origin Sky Secret Realm? 

In reality, regardless of whether it was the two golden sheets or the True Primordial Record, Shi Hao left 

them all with Grandpa Fifteen, having him comprehend them. He didn’t bring them out with him. The 

most valuable things on him was the pill furnace containing the immortal earth and heavenly river, as 

well as the thoroughly rusted tattered armor. 

Within Celestial Clan’s ancient palace, one of the Heavenly deities was suddenly shaken, saying to 

himself, “I remember! Could it be him?” 

Even though he was a Heavenly deity, right now, his face still revealed exceptional shock. It didn’t match 

the dignity and solemness of a Heavenly deity. 



“It truly is a miracle! It’s actually him!” This Heavenly deity said to himself. He had previously paid 

attention to a few matters. 

“What are you talking about?” Qi Tuo and the others looked at him. 

This Heavenly deity was extremely excited as he said, “Do you know who he is? He came from the lower 

realm and used to have a great name!” 

He had previously inspected Yun Xi’s grandfather’s sea of consciousness, and from this learned about 

the lower realm. He had seen this youth. When the bone mirror revealed his true appearance, he felt 

that it was familiar, and now, he finally remembered. 

“He previously foiled Underworld Earth, Heavenly Country, Immortal Mountain, and even slaughtered 

seven deities in the lower realm, stirring up quite the chaos in the higher realms!” 

“What? You are saying that he came from the lower realm?” Qi Tuo and the others were shocked. They 

asked him for details. 

That Heavenly deity saw through Shi Hao’s true body and origins. This immediately made the group of 

people reveal looks of shock. It was difficult for them to calm down. 

“The Kun Peng technique… is on his body?” 

“Apart from this, he also has his own innate reincarnation precious technique!” 

Even these Heavenly deities’ voices began to tremble. They originally thought that he only had the 

Lightning Emperor technique, but they never expected that he would also have the Kun Peng precious 

technique. This was too shocking! n.)𝕠)-𝒱.-𝓔--1--𝐁.(1--n 

“We cannot expose his identity! Even if we truly have to hand him over, he will just be Huang and not 

the lower realm Shi Hao!” A Heavenly deity released a downcast voice. 

The atmosphere of the City of Heaven became more and more nervous. The Old Celestial had never 

came out of isolation. The great Heavenly deities couldn’t discuss things or even make reports to him. 

That day, Shi Hao was shaken. Blood flowed from the corners of his lips and the space between his 

brows cracked. The Flying Immortal stone dropped onto the ground, releasing a peng sound. 

“What is wrong? You are injured?” True deity Xi Xia was shocked. 

Red Spider Lily and Fu Qu revealed looks of surprise. If it was the Flying Immortal stone that inflicted 

injuries onto him, then the effects would be extremely serious. In the past, the Celestial Clan’s most 

stunning geniuses were severely injured because of the Flying Immortal stone, using up close to a 

hundred years of their lives to recover from their great dao injuries as a result. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything and carefully searched around. 

During these past few days, he felt like it was harder and harder to trigger immortal melody, because 

the immortal dao energy within his body was used up. It had finally reached its limit. 

The only fortunate thing was that the Hand of heaven’s symbols were vaguely engraved in his flesh. If he 

was given time, he would definitely be able to reconstruct it. 



Only now, it was a bit troublesome. He was injured. However, he didn't feel like it was as severe as it 

was before. 

It was clear that in the eyes of the Celestial Clan, this was a huge matter. It was because a tragedy had 

happened in the past! 

“What? He was injured?” 

Within the ancient palace, the great Heavenly deities received a report. 

“Regardless of whether the injury is light or heavy, it means that he cannot stir up immortal melody any 

longer. His dao comprehension ends here. Is this heaven’s will? Let us make our decision. 

In the Celestial Clan’s opinion, injuries to the great dao were extremely terrifying. Even if it was a light 

injury, it would take years to heal from. 

In addition, the pressure they were facing from outsiders was becoming greater and greater. Their 

opinions were already swaying a long time ago, to the extent where they didn’t even want to examine 

the severity of his injuries. They used this to directly make a decision. 

Shi Hao wiped away the blood stain. He stood up, made his way around the azure lake and arrived in the 

street. He had a premonition that things were about to turn bad. 

Hong! 

Right at this moment, the sound of space tearing sounded in the skies. Terrifying auras pervaded the air. 

Several Heavenly deities descended. 

Not far out, Yun Xi and You Yu saw them arriving together as well, just in time to see the Heavenly 

deities take action to capture Shi Hao. 

“Old ancestors, what are you all doing?” Yun Xi was shocked and hurriedly asked. 

You Yu revealed a look of shock. He walked together with Yun Xi and looked over. 

“Yun Xi, one sometimes knows a person for a long time without understanding their true nature. 

Sometimes, what you see is often not the truth.” A Heavenly deity spoke. 

“Old ancestor, I don’t know what you are trying to say!” Yun Xi was confused. 

“This person not only tricked you, he tricked all of us. He is not just Huang. He has another identity.” 

Heavenly deity Qi Tuo said. 

Then, he activated the heavenly deity magical chains to destroy Shi Hao’s seventy-two transformation, 

revealing his true appearance. 

“What? It’s you!” Yun Xi cried out in alarm. She found this impossible to believe. Wasn’t this youth 

dead? How did he end up becoming Huang and arrive in the higher realms? 

“You… for the sake of hiding yourself, you didn’t tell me your true identity?!” Yun Xi asked. 

“This person’s heart is treacherous, with everything being fake. He purposely hid his true appearance,” 

said You Yu. 



“I didn’t say anything, but was still captured by your Celestial Clan. If I said everything, perhaps things 

would be even worse for me.” Shi Hao ridiculed and looked towards them. 

“He hid his true appearance, plotted greatly to enter my Celestial Clan, harboring evil intentions.” A 

Heavenly deity spoke in a cold and detached manner. 

Towards this, Shi Hao revealed a look of contempt. “So this is the Celestial Clan?” 

Even though he knew that because he had precious scriptures, and grasped unmatched precious 

techniques, there would be a great disaster if his identity was exposed, but it was still difficult for him to 

dispel the negative emotions he was currently feeling. He could only sigh. 

“Why didn’t you tell me that… you were Shi Hao?” Yun Xi spoke with a trembling voice. 

“You clearly used Yun Xi, using her relationship to enter my Celestial Clan. Your schemes really are great! 

How laughable it is that I actually brought you to the City of Heaven before,” said Heavenly deity Qi Tuo. 

“I fought bloody battles, escorting you for hundreds of thousands of li. Ask yourselves honestly, what 

falseness is there in this? This is the repayment that you all have for me?!” Shi Hao’s voice was 

extremely loud. His eyes were clear as he looked at everyone. 

Chapter 727 - Prisoner 

“Human hearts are all made of flesh. What about the hearts of your Celestial Clan?” Shi Hao roared. 

He had a wave of resentment within him that couldn’t be easily dispelled. He escorted Yun Xi for 

hundreds of thousands of li, fighting great battles along the way, almost dying himself in the process, yet 

he was being treated by the Celestial Clan like this. 

He couldn’t find it within himself to ever do something like this. If someone treated him kindly, he would 

do everything he could to express gratitude, but right now, the other party was going to capture him, 

throwing mud in his face all for his precious techniques. 

You Yu had a head of purple hair, bright and thick. His eyes were clear, his body’s symbols faintly visible, 

and he had an extraordinary and divine temperament. At this moment, he calmly said, “The human 

heart is sinister. This is the best explanation for your human race. You were acquainted with Yun Xi, so 

why are you not willing to reveal your true appearance? Doing everything you could to hide yourself, 

you understand what you are plotting in your heart the clearest.” 

“Laughable, shameless, ridiculous. There is only us here, so why are you all still putting on these final 

pretense? Just directly slaughter over if you don’t have any sense of shame! Is there a need to say all of 

this?!” Shi Hao berated. 

“Capture him. We’ll know everything after a bit of investigation.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo spoke 

indifferently. 

“What a sorry reason and excuse. You all really have nothing else to say.” Shi Hao calmed down. He 

didn’t want to say too much either. 

“Old ancestor, please retract the order!” Yun Xi pleaded. 



Regardless of whether it was the lower realm or higher realms, Shi Hao had saved her life. Right now, 

she needed herself to stand out. She didn’t want to see anything bad happen to him. 

“Yun Xi, you feel like he saved you, but in reality, he had set up a huge scheme against my Celestial Clan. 

You cannot let your emotions affect your decisions.” Qi Tuo spoke. His expression was solemn as he 

spoke these meaningful and heartfelt words. 

“But…” Yun Xi wanted to say something, but she was immediately stopped by a Heavenly deity. 

“Just withdraw.” A Heavenly deity waved his sleeve, and then a gust of wind rose, bringing Yun Xi and 

You Yu into the distance. The corners of their clothes fluttered about. It was as if these two were 

walking on water. 

“You Yu, accompany Yun Xi for a walk. It is best if you both go into isolation cultivation. It is enough for 

this person to be handed over to a specialist to deal with. You two do not need to pay any attention to 

this.” A Heavenly deity spoke. 

At the limits of the horizon, as soon as Yun Xi wanted to open her mouth and turn back, she was pulled 

back by You Yu. “Let’s go. Do not feel dispirited for this type of person, and there is even less of a need 

for more words. The clan will naturally carry out justice.” 

Meanwhile, an old man appeared that steered a bone boat. Symbols pervaded the air, surrounding the 

two people, bringing them to a sealed off place. 

“Little friend, do you have anything else to say?” A Heavenly deity asked. 

Shi Hao remained silent. He had nothing else to say to them. He didn’t want to give them another look. 

“Little friend, there is nothing absolute in life. My Celestial Clan does not want to kill endlessly either. If 

you cooperate, we will send you out of the city in the end,” Qi Tuo said. 

Shi Hao looked into the distant skies and didn’t pay him any attention. 

A Heavenly deity waved his hand. They brought Shi Hao through the air, and then they arrived in that 

ancient place. The defenses here were extremely strict. It was difficult for outsiders to take half a step 

inside. 

“You are still young, so why do you have to make things difficult for yourself? Leave behind a path for 

yourself, this is the best route.” A higher level figure from the Celestial Clan that was sitting on a praying 

mat said. 

“Don’t you all just want the precious techniques?” Shi Hao sneered. What is the point in discussing 

things? They were just going to return to this problem. 

Qi Tuo and the others’ faces were calm and natural without the slightest bit of embarrassment or 

unpleasantness. They didn’t treat these words of ridicule as anything. They looked at him with calm 

smiles. 

“Little friend, you are a sensible person. With your aptitude, with enough time, you will definitely rise up 

in the higher realms. Why do you have to make things so difficult for yourself?” One person sighed. 



“Your words are all pretty sounding. If you all want my precious technique, then just directly take 

action,” Shi Hao said. 

One person frowned. They long understood from the bone mirror that Shi Hao set a restriction on his 

primordial spirit. Once they forcibly tried to pry into his sea of consciousness, it would definitely self-

destruct. 

If not for this, they would have long taken action. Why would they wait so long? 

“Detain him!” Qi Tuo waved his hand and put away his smile. His face fell, having people bring him 

down. 

The palace became quiet. They had to quickly open Shi Hao’s primordial spirit and obtain everything. 

Otherwise, bad things happened the longer people waited. After all, there were many great sects 

outside. 

“There are a few methods to seize his primordial spirit imprint, but it needs time for preparation.” One 

person spoke. 

“The most dependable method is awakening the old ancestor. With his powerful divine will and 

omnipotent ‘six heavens’ level divine ability, it isn’t a problem at all,” someone said. 

They understood well that Shi Hao definitely used the Lightning Emperor’s technique, Kun Peng 

technique, and others to support his sea of consciousness. It was precisely this type of unmatched taboo 

secret methods that prevented them from rashly trying to break in. 

This youth was extremely unyielding. If he self destructed here, then they would lose everything. 

“Create a great soul formation. Together with my clan’s secret treasure, we can easily break through, 

and it won’t damage the primordial spirit imprint,” someone else said. 

This type of formation was extremely ruthless. As long as someone was sent inside, it was the same as 

destroying them. Only the divine sense imprint would remain with the flesh and everything else 

completely obliterated. 

“En, together with the damaged six dao natural laws my clan possesses, we’ll let him be ‘reborn’ in the 

great soul formation.” Someone laughed coldly and spoke even more directly. 

“Good!” Everyone nodded. 

All of this needed time for preparation, because these were ruthless methods, or more accurately called 

torture. All types of secret treasures, formations, and other things were needed. 

“Find a few people to investigate him in case he still has some more tricks,” someone said. 

The other Heavenly deities agreed. Then, this place became quiet. 

Underneath the divine palace was an underground black prison, and those incarcerated were all the 

felons imprisoned with the terrible crimes. Every single one of them had extraordinary backgrounds, 

some from this clan, some from outside this clan. 

The worst of them were True deity level. Otherwise, they didn’t have the qualifications to be sent here. 



That day, a young prisoner was sent inside, drawing the attention of many great vicious individuals. They 

all revealed looks of shock. It was just a youth, so how did he have the qualifications of being locked up 

here? 

“Youngster, it is still best if you think things through and tell us a bit earlier. Otherwise, there won’t be a 

good end for you.” The elder that was in charge of sending him here said with an extremely cold voice. 

Shi Hao ignored him. He didn’t want to say anything. 

“If you hesitate, things are only going to be worse for you. Do you see that cage?” The elder pointed 

towards a pitch black ancient cage sealed with iron strips. There were even more mysterious magical 

chains surrounding it that released a deep and chilly aura. 

“There is a Quasi-heavenly deity locked up here, one that is a step away from reaching that cultivation 

realm. He has been imprisoned for over ten thousand years. He is quite fond of doing it with men, so if 

you don’t know what is in your best interest, I don’t mind sending you inside,” said the elder. 

“Get lost!” Shi Hao couldn’t help but shout. 

“Are you challenging my authority?” This prison head elder was at the True deity level himself. At this 

moment, his face fell, and he stared coldly at Shi Hao. 

“Hehe… has fresh meat been sent in?” A powerful voice sounded from the black prison. An indistinct 

shadow appeared at the entrance of the cave, tall and intimidating. 

It was clear that this was a devil king, an ancient expert that was fond of male homosexuality, as well as 

an extremely cruel individual. 

“A youngster that doesn’t know how to appreciate favors!” The prison head looked coldly at Shi Hao and 

revealed a mouthful of snow white teeth. Then, he grabbed him by the collar and carried him towards 

the black prison. 

“I really like this type of soft skin and tender flesh, but prison head, you aren’t that bad either, can’t be 

considered that old. Why don’t you come in together? This old man can pass onto you the greatest 

method.” A loud and clear laughter sounded from within the ancient cave. 

“Hurry up and go learn some great method from that devil king,” Shi Hao laughed coldly and said. 

“Youngster, you are bringing trouble on yourself.” The prison head gave him a hateful look. He arrived in 

front of the ancient cave and indicated that he was going to throw Shi Hao inside. 

Shi Hao didn’t reveal fear. Instead, his eyes were ice-cold as he said, “You want to humiliate me? At 

worst, I die. Meanwhile, once the clan’s Heavenly deities find out, you can’t even die even if you want 

to.” 

The prison head’s expression was sinister. He truly wanted to send him into the ancient cave, but when 

he thought about the clan’s higher level’s repeated warnings, he still didn’t dare act randomly. 

“Little bastard, you will regret it!” The prison head said coldly. 

Shi Hao didn’t pay him any attention, showing disdain beneath contempt. 



“Prison head youngster, hurry and send him over!” The existence in the ancient cave urged. 

The prison head released a cold snort, and then he carried Shi Hao away. 

“Hou…” A terrifying roar sounded from the ancient cave. When he roared, the nearby cells rose and fell 

in succession. A few powerful experts were roaring together. 

There were even Heavenly deities! 

Shi Hao was shocked. This place really was terrifying, imprisoning even Heavenly deities. He couldn’t 

help but look towards that direction. Then, his mind was even more moved. He loudly sent a message. 

“Everyone, I am sure all of you are quite curious why I was sent here. It is because I obtained the 

Lightning Emperor’s immortal scriptures. The Celestial Race is shameless, wishing to force me to hand it 

over…” 

Shi Hao sent this out with his divine will, so it was naturally many times faster than speaking with his 

mouth, completing everything in an instant. He informed many of the prisoners that if they could break 

out, he was willing to give them this greatest precious technique. 

Hou! 

The underground black prison swayed as if it was about to break apart. All types of auras pervaded the 

air. It was incomparably terrifying. 

An uproar broke out as soon as Shi Hao arrived, making the prison head’s face turn pale, and at the 

same time, making him incomparably angry. The only thing that reassured him was that the 

underground black prison was sturdy and undying. No one could break out. 

“Youngster, are you looking for trouble?” The old guard carried him, bringing him into a stone room. 

With a peng sound, he closed the walls. 

Shi Hao didn’t want to say too much to him. This type of expression made the prison head furious. It was 

just a youth, yet he actually treated him with such disdain. It was unendurable. 

Chi! 

He brought out a sharp metal sword and directly pierced towards Shi Hao’s chest. With a pu sound, 

bloody light flashed. Blood splashed outwards. He was pierced through. 

The prison chief smiled sinisterly. “Do you think I don’t dare deal with you? As long as it doesn’t go to 

far, suitable punishment is still permitted. You ended up in my hands, yet you still dare provoke me! I 

advise you to tell me everything you should tell me, or else you will regret coming into this world!” 

A cold chill blew in. The stone room was full of bloody odor. 

Several esteemed guests entered the City of Heaven. Drums beated simultaneously, and several 

Heavenly deities personally went out to greet them. It was an extremely grand matter. 

The one that led the guests was a middle-aged man who had a good-looking face, only, his eyes were 

ancient and deep. He had an imposing and impressive appearance and an upright and tall body. Chaotic 

energy curled about him, and there was five-colored multicolored light accompanying him. 



This person was divine and imposing. He was clearly standing there, yet it made others feel as if he had 

transcended this world and did not belong to this secular realm. He never released divine force, yet the 

Celestial Clan’s great Heavenly deities all felt like they were inferior. 

“I’ve met Peacock Divine Lord before.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo and the others were a bit overly cautious. 

If Shi Hao was here, he would definitely recognize the person next to the Peacock Divine Lord. He was a 

former acquaintance. Right now, a pair of thief-like eyes were roaming everywhere.n.)𝕠)-𝒱.-𝓔--1--𝐁.(1--

n 

Chapter 728 - Celestial Clan Havoc 

This was a male with bright eyes full of expression. He looked everywhere. 

Cough! 

On the side, his clansmen coughed lightly as a reminder. A group of people came from the Peacock Clan, 

not just two or three. They were all experts. 

This person immediately became respectful, not using his eyes to look everywhere. He wore five-colored 

dao clothes, so when he acted properly, he had an immortal style and dao bones, an outstanding air to 

him, making him look completely different from before. 

The Celestial Clan were speechless. They had long noticed his presence, because he was the only one at 

the Divine Flame Realm. Compared to the other terrifying peacocks, he had the weakest strength. 

“What should I call dao brother?” A True deity asked. The Peacock Divine Lord was right up ahead of 

him, with Heavenly deities carefully accompanying him, yet even though this individual’s cultivation 

realm wasn’t high, he could follow behind them. This meant that that his status was definitely not 

ordinary, so that’s why they tried to approach him first. 

“This little daoist is Qiuji, haha…” This person laughed and said, “My fate with your clan is quite deep. 

My dao companion is a celestial.” 

He was precisely Kong Qiuji, as well as the former Second Baldy. He arrived in the higher realms through 

the Celestial Clan’s formation. 

A few people from the Celestial Clan were stunned. Thinking back, this peacock had appeared before in 

part of the Celestial Clan’s territory. He came from the lower realm! 

“The dao friend that came together with Yun Canghai?” Someone asked softly. Yun Canghai was Yun Xi’s 

grandfather. 

“Where is Yun Xi? That girl should come out and greet me as grandfather.” Kong Qiuji’s hair was black 

like jade. His eyes were bright as he asked with a smile. 

“Yun Xi has entered isolation.” A Heavenly deity spoke. 

Second Baldly was shocked. He was talking with the True deities and casually mentioned Yun Xi, yet a 

Heavenly deity replied. Why was that?” 



“Senior, please come this way.” The Heavenly deities were extremely courteous, inviting the Peacock 

Divine Lord into a great palace. These were honored guests, and they were treated with great respect. 

Kong Qiuji didn’t enter and instead walked about outside. He prepared to chat with Yun Xi’s grandfather 

Yun Canghai for a bit. 

“I heard that there were some changes to the Celestial Clan, so I came to take a look,” The Peacock 

Divine Lord said. He sat on a precious seat. Chaotic mists surrounded him, and there was five-colored 

multicolored light as well. The scene was extremely shocking. 

One has to understand that regardless of whether it was the lower realm or higher realms, the Peacock 

Race were extremely terrifying. Experts emerged in large numbers. They didn’t lack Heavenly deities, 

traveling unhindered through the world. They were one of the most terrifying races. 

Even when the Celestial Clan was in its glorious era, it could still only form an alliance with this race and 

not look down on them, let alone now! 

Meanwhile, how could this race’s lord be ordinary? This was definitely the dictator of an area. The name 

Peacock Divine Lord alone should already prove everything. 

“Many thanks to senior.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo was thankful. Right now, the pressure they faced wasn’t 

small. There were many great sects outside, so the Peacock Divine Lord’s presence here was definitely a 

good thing. 

After all, the relationship between the two should still be peaceful. They shouldn’t have to worry about 

any hostility. n-/O𝗏𝖊𝑙𝑏1n 

“Is that youth named Huang in the City of Heaven?” The Peacock Divine Lord asked. 

The Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities’ minds all jumped. With someone of this caliber here, they 

definitely couldn’t avoid this problem. However, it left them quite troubled. 

“Why hasn’t the ancient ancestor awoken yet?” They hesitated. The Peacock Divine Lord was too 

formidable. Even though they were all Heavenly deities, they still couldn’t possibly compare to him. 

Only the Old Celestial from their clan could do something. Apart from this, there was no one else that 

could do anything. 

In reality, the Peacock Divine Lord’s seniority wasn’t among the highest. Even though he was born in the 

archaic era, compared to the Old Celestial, he could only be called a member of the younger generation. 

However, the difference in strength between the two wouldn’t be too great now. From a certain 

perspective, they were in the same great cultivation realm, only, one was at the very peak, while the 

other had just started. 

“Huang is indeed in my clan.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo braced himself and replied. He actually really didn’t 

want others to pry into this. 

“The Lightning Emperor was an extremely mysterious individual. Everyone said that he was immortal, 

living from the Immortal Ancient era until this world, but it has never been proven,” said the Peacock 



Divine Lord. Then, he changed topics. “I am quite curious and wish to meet this Lightning Emperor 

inheritor and see for myself if he has immortal aura.” 

The expressions of a few Heavenly deities from the Celestial Clan immediately went rigid. It really was 

going to be like this! They found it difficult to evade this issue. The first reason was because the other 

party was too powerful, and the second reason was because of their alliance relationship. 

If they offended this person, the results would be too difficult to contemplate. 

In the end, Heavenly deity ordered people to bring Shi Hao over here. 

Someone went to bring Shi Hao over. 

Along the way, Kong Qiuji waved his hand and said, “Where are you all going?” 

“We are going to bring Huang over.” A True deity replied. 

“Haha, I will also go take a look. I heard that this Huang is quite formidable, actually killing a War King 

and making Immortal Palace’s inheritor suffer greatly. He really is outstanding.” He acted extremely 

familiar with the celestials, not acting like an outsider at all. 

The two true deities stopped their steps, wanting to refuse. 

However, Kong Qiuji’s mouth was extremely nimble, continuously bringing up their relationship about 

how the hope of the Celestial Clan -- Yun Xi, had to call him grandfather, that he wasn’t an outsider at 

all. 

The two True deities thought for a bit, and then they decided that it wasn’t worth it to offend him. Even 

if he met Huang ahead of time, it wasn’t that big of a deal. 

In the underground black prison, cold winds swept across. Roars sounded from many ancient caves. 

There were many great vicious beings imprisoned within, unable to see the light of day. 

Inside of a stone room, blood assailed the nostrils. 

He hadn’t even been here for long, but he was already stabbed over ten times. His body was impaled. 

Blood flowed everywhere. The scene was extremely miserable. 

His clothes had long become tattered, full of sword wounds. Dark red blood continuously flowed out, 

dripping on the ground with clear noise. 

The scene was extremely bloody. There were many wounds on his body that connected from front to 

back. For a supreme expert, this didn’t place him in critical danger, but they were still great injuries to 

his primordial energy. 

“Youngster, you really are quite strong-willed. I feel like I really have to remove a few of your bones.” 

The prison guard said while laughing extremely coldly. The sword landed on Shi Hao’s shoulder to cut off 

his shoulder blade. 

“Lightning Emperor’s precious technique, your clan just forget about it. If anyone asks, I can only say 

that it was because of you that I won’t speak.” Shi Hao said. 



Shi Hao’s arm splattered out with blood. It was pierced through. 

However, he didn’t even frown. Instead, a laugh sounded. “You all won’t get anything, so you can only 

kill me.” 

“Do you think my clan doesn’t dare?” The prison head said coldly. 

“You can do whatever you want.” Shi Hao said calmly. Blood flowed from his body. He vowed in his 

heart that if he didn’t die, there would be a day when he’ll come back to overthrow the City of Heaven. 

What Emperor Race, what Emperor Clan, what everlasting name? 

“Didn’t Huang save your clan’s Yun Xi? Why was he thrown in the black prison?” Kong Qiuji didn’t 

understand. He actually followed them into a prison. 

“He was scheming greatly, intentionally approaching Yun Xi. Our clan discovered the abnormality.” A 

True deity replied. They were already close to the stone room. 

“That can’t be, right? He’s actually that kind of person? Huang, I really admire him, executing the war 

clan and daring to fight against Immortal Palace’s inheritor, calmly killing exceptional talents…” Second 

Baldy muttered, shaking his head continuously. 

“Why is it so bloody?” When they pushed open the stone door and stepped into the formation, 

everyone frowned. 

It was clear that punishment had been carried out here, moreover extremely severely. It was bloody and 

cruel. 

When Second Baldy arrived, he saw a badly mutilated person. His entire body was dark red, and his 

battle robe was in tatters. His injuries were too severe. 

Shi Hao raised his head, recognizing Kong Qiuji with a single look. This was the Second Baldy from Stone 

Village back then. He had seen Kong Qiuji turn into human form before. 

“Second Baldy…” He spoke. He never thought that he would meet an old friend here, able to meet him 

again. 

“What fucker dares to call me…” Kong Qiuji was resentful. Apart from the lower realm Stone Village, 

who dared to call him this? Now, he was a member of the Peacock Clan’s direct line of descent, a 

powerful individual of the ‘new wave’. 

“It’s you…” Soon after, he widened his eyes, seeing Shi Hao’s true body. He simply couldn’t believe his 

eyes. Then, his entire body’s fine hairs exploded. This was both a pleasant surprise and an utterly 

infuriating result. 

Who would have thought that he would encounter Shi Hao again, see him alive! 

This was a completely unexpected pleasant surprise, a completely inconceivable thing! He felt as if he 

was dreaming. It was simply too unreal. 

Shi Hao was smiling. When he saw his appearance, he thought back to many things of the past, all of the 

cheerful cries of joy and cheerful talks. Back then, Shi Hao was still a child who did many things that 



angered man and god alike. Second Baldly was precisely someone he captured and brought back to 

Stone Village from the Hundred Shattering Mountains. 

It truly was a small world. Something like this actually happened today! This was what he thought with a 

sigh. However, there was both sorrow and bitterness. 

“Motherfucking piece of shit, who did this? Is it you, old-skinned bastard?!” After a moment of absent-

mindedness, he immediately erupted into great fury and flew into a rage. 

He saw Shi Hao’s body that was covered in bloodstains, how there were at least ten wounds that went 

all the way through his body. It was too cruel, actually tormented to this degree. 

He turned around towards the prison head, immediately sending a palm outwards. Even as a True deity, 

this prison head dared to take action like this. He was just too angry. 

The prison head dodged, and then his face fell. The other person was just a Divine Flame Realm peacock, 

yet he dared to treat him with such disrespect. However, he didn’t immediately act out, because he 

knew that outsiders that could come here definitely had great backgrounds. 

“This is my brother. Does your Celestial Clan want to fucking die?” Second Baldy was seething in anger, 

revealing a portion of his wings. Five-colored multicolored light swirled about. Veins jumped about 

crazily. 

Kacha! 

He took out a secret treasure, breaking all of the chains covering Shi Hao’s body and quickly helped him 

stop his bleeding. 

In the past, even though these two often bickered, with all types of joy and opposition, generally 

speaking, they still shared a deep friendship. This was especially the case when Second Baldy received 

the Willow Deity’s assistance, obtaining tremendous benefits in Stone Village! 

Those few years gave Second Baldly a sense of belonging. He felt that Stone Village was a comfortable 

place in his heart. The simple and down to earth villagers were easy to interact with. 

“What you trying to do? Are you trying to release our prisoners?!” The prison head shouted, accusing 

Second Baldy. No matter what kind of background the other party had, if they truly tried to release 

prisoners, then they had to be executed. 

“Your ancestors can all go fuck themselves!” Second Baldy cursed fiercely. He was truly angered beyond 

belief. However, he didn’t lose his reasoning yet. He loudly transmitted sound outside, saying, “Huang 

escorted your clan’s genius young lady, fighting bloodily for hundreds of thousands of li, and this is how 

you treat your benefactors? I want to speak with your clan’s Heavenly deities!” 

Since the prison was opened, the entrance had not been closed. Sound could travel out. He was 

pleading for help from the Peacock Clan’s experts. 

“You really are presumptuous! Even if Heavenly deities come, no one can save you!” The prison head 

shouted. However, he still didn’t dare take action. He felt like this fella seemed to have quite the 

background. He merely tried to intimidate him and convict him with a crime to get the clan’s experts to 

give an order to kill. 



“Get lost! Do you know whose orders I’ve come under? The Peacock Divine Lord! You can just stay off to 

the side!” Kong Qiuji roared. 

Then, he turned around, once again helping Shi Hao with his injuries. Right now, he was greatly shaken 

up. It truly was too unexpected. How could he have predicted that they would be reunited under this 

type of circumstances? 

“I always thought that you perished in the lower realm, dying an untimely death… Who would have 

thought that you were Huang, fighting against the exceptional talents of the higher realms. You really 

are formidable!” 

Second Baldy was moved, happy, and finding it a bit difficult to speak properly. However, he was also 

clear-headed and dealt with the situation extremely seriously, not letting the prison head get closer. 

“I also did not think… I would meet you again in this type of circumstances.” Shi Hao wiped the blood 

from the corner of his lips. He sighed at the vicissitudes of life, the joys and sorrows of its partings and 

reunions. The affairs of the world really were difficult to predict. 

“Don’t worry. My Peacock Clan’s divine lord might be acquainted with the Willow Deity. There is a 

strange relationship between them. Not even the Celestial Clan can make things difficult for you!” 

Second Baldy said. 

Right now, within that imposing palace, all of these people heard Second Baldy’s loud roar. They 

immediately revealed looks of surprise. 

“Bring that unworthy child back.” The Peacock Divine Lord spoke. 

The Heavenly deities of the Celestial Clan frowned. They knew that something unexpected happened in 

the prison. 

Soon after, a bloody Shi Hao and a furious Second Baldy were brought back, triggering the shocked 

expressions of everyone in the palace. 

“Old ancestor, this is not only Huang, but also my brother in the lower realm. He came from that 

mysterious Stone Village, the Willow Deity’s disciple. You have to save him!” 

Then, Second Baldy cursed fiercely. He stood in the palace and pointed at the Celestial Clan’s experts 

while shouting, “Do you all not have any conscience? My brother brought your clan’s genius back, yet 

you treat him like! For the sake of his precious techniques, you even want to hack apart his body, I’m 

going to fucking…” 

This group of people were stunned. The Heavenly deities were stunned. They were actually being cursed 

at by a Divine Flame Realm junior, daring to stir up such chaos here! 

“Willow Deity…” The Peacock Divine Lord’s eyes became grave. Even though everyone else in the higher 

realms believed that he undoubtedly died after entering through the primordial gate, he still believed 

that the unfathomably mysterious and powerful expert was still alive and definitely still in this world. 

It was because he still remembered, during the archaic years when he was still young, he had seen a 

painting, one of a green and lush willow tree... 



Chapter 729 - Peacock Divine Lord 

Back then, he was still young, just a little peacock. He saw a willow tree in the mountains with nine 

branches that supported the nine heavens. It was surrounded by chaotic energy. 

Every single leaf of the willow tree supported a star. Its branches pierced into the nine heavens above, 

condensing the mysterious emptiness. The great dao cascaded down, descending from the sky and 

drowning it within. 

That scene was vast and incomparable. It left an incomparably deep impression on the young Peacock 

Divine Lord, one that he would never forget through his entire life. 

Then, that lush and green tree lowered a drop of sparkling liquid, a drop that reflected the scenes of the 

heavens! 

That drop of liquid was different from all else. It possessed the dao and aura of life, surrounded by the 

scene of heavenly stars. In the end, it just happened to land on the little peacock’s body. 

From that day forth, the Peacock Divine Lord’s fate was changed. He quickly revealed as an outstanding 

talent, rising up in his clan. From that day forth, he never saw the willow tree again. 

When he grew up and his strength became more and more powerful, he went outside the country. He 

unexpectedly discovered an ancient divine country that sacrificed to the willow tree’s carving. Countless 

creatures worshipped it. 

Later on, in a certain province, he had the fortune of meeting an extremely old demonic god. He 

mentioned the matters of that willow tree, and as a result, that person’s expression also changed. 

When that ancient creature was young, he had seen a willow tree in a dangerous place. It was blasted 

apart by the great dao of the nine heavens and turned into a seed. Great natural dao laws merged 

within it, and then it disappeared. 

--- 

All of this, whenever he thought back to it, would always make the Peacock Divine Lord’s expression 

become grave. Even after becoming this powerful and reaching his cultivation realm, he still felt that the 

Willow Deity was powerful and mysterious. Its existence made others feel reverence. 

That was why even though those of the higher realms thought that the Willow Deity would undoubtedly 

die after entering through the primordial gate, he still felt that the day might come when the willow tree 

would appear again! 

“Has your Celestial Clan’s conscience been chewed up by dogs? Someone risked their life to escort your 

genius, your future hopes, yet he ended up in this kind of state. Do you not fear having the world turn 

against you? Who else dares to associate with you all in the future?!” 

Kong Qiuji was furious, pointing at everyone in this grand palace while cursing viciously. Spittle flew 

everywhere, almost landing on a few True deities’ faces. 

It was to the extent where he wanted to spit on the Heavenly deities, but he decided that this was 

crossing the line. Even the Peacock Clan might punish him then, so he forcefully endured his urge. 



However, towards those True deities, he didn’t feel so much restraining fear. His fingers reached out, 

about to poke those people’s noses, especially those that had laughed coldly in secret before. 

He directly rushed over, spittle flying everywhere. He grabbed the other party's neck and loudly cursed, 

"Fucking degenerate, what are you laughing at? Heart of a damn wolf and lungs of a dog, not 

understanding what the hell gratitude is. You are still laughing coldly here, showing how cold-hearted 

you are. Is this something to be damn proud of?” 

The person who had his collar grabbed was furious. He was a glorious True deity, yet he was being 

blasphemed against. He was about to flip out, but when he saw the Peacock Divine Lord indifferently 

sweep his eyes over, he immediately shut his mouth. 

That eye contained an indifference and coldness like the void in the cosmos, making his soul tremble. He 

almost cried out in fear. This was a formless type of killing intent. 

“Where is Yun Xi? Get her out here! Someone risks life and limb for your damn ass, escorting you back. 

Where are you? Get the fuck out here and say something!” 

Kong Qiuji roared. Even though he was in human form, a collection of feathers appeared above his head, 

standing up straight one after another. Five-colored radiance shone brilliantly, illuminating this 

enormous palace. 

Many people’s expression changed. He was still causing chaos here. When was this going to end? 

“Yun Xi? Where are you? Don’t tell me that they locked you up too, or you don’t even dare show your 

face?” Second Baldy roared. 

A Celestial Clan Heavenly deity spoke. Mists curled about him. A powerful aura pressed down. He looked 

at Second Baldy and said, “Little dao friend, why are you doing this?” 

HIs words weren’t many, but it was extremely dignified. His intention was clear, informing him that this 

was the Celestial Clan’s palace, a place that one could not create a disturbance in. This was a type of 

warning. 

“Little dao friend, it is better if you sit down.” Another Heavenly deity spoke. 

“I am here for an explanation! Why did you all treat my dao brother like this? What did he do wrong? 

You all kick your benefactor in the teeth like this, is there still heavenly reasoning in this world?!” Second 

Baldy roared. 

He walked up and laid Shi Hao down on a praying mat. He asked for a holy pill from his clansmen and 

helped Shi Hao treat his injuries. He was absolutely furious. 

“He became my clan’s prisoner, so he naturally committed a great crime. We can discuss these matters 

in the future.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo spoke, not wishing to stay on this topic. It was because they were 

truly groundless. He looked towards Peacock Divine Lord and said, “Senior, this is Huang. What do you 

think, can you sense the Lightning Emperor’s aura?” 

He wanted to bring Shi Hao away after the Peacock Divine Lord looked at him. They couldn’t continue 

like this, because they felt that the gaze of the Peacock Clan’s lord was become a bit strange. 



“This child has some karma with me, so I wish to keep his life.” The Peacock Divine Lord spoke. His voice 

carried a type of great changes, and even more a type of dignity. 

Not far out, Second Baldy revealed a look of happiness. He knew that he made the right gamble. The 

divine lord had some type of relationship with the Willow Deity after all. Back then, when he entered 

the higher realms, just because he carried a branch of the Willow Deity, he was immediately favored by 

the divine lord, thus becoming a member of the direct line of descent. 

Back then, Second Baldy had visited Heavenly Divine Mountain to help the Celestial Clan repair their 

higher realms transport formation. The Willow Deity gifted it with a branch, telling him that if something 

unexpected happened, he could use it to return to Stone Village. However, he never used it. 

“His teacher has showed me kindness.” Peacock Divine Lord replied. 

“What?” The great Heavenly deities were shocked. A few True deities almost jumped. What kind of 

figure was this, to be able to show the Peacock Clan’s divine lord kindness? This was a bit frightening! 

“Senior, you are joking right? He came from the lower realm, a human race country’s youth. How can his 

teacher have bestowed kindness onto your distinguished self from the higher realms?” Heavenly deity 

Qi Tuo asked. His face was extremely overcast. 

“Does it seem to you like I am joking?” The Peacock Divine Lord asked indifferently. 

Qi Tuo immediately shivered inwardly, not even daring to utter another word. n/-0𝐕𝑒𝑳𝒷In 

As a result, the atmosphere of the great palace became a bit tense. This was the Celestial Clan’s 

important place, but with such a supreme giant here, a suffocating pressure began to fill this palace. 

There was no way the Celestial Clan would hand over Shi Hao, but how were they supposed to refuse 

the Peacock Divine Lord? They secretly looked at each other. Perhaps they could only invite out the Old 

Celestial. 

“That existence is a willow tree. You all should know about it.” At this time, the Peacock Divine Lord 

spoke again. He didn’t want to pressure others through power and enter a deadlock situation with the 

Celestial Clan. 

“It’s that existence…” The great Heavenly deities all revealed looks of shock when they heard the 

Peacock Clan’s divine lord. They released a pent up breath inwardly. 

They had heard of the lower realm’s matters, always feeling that the Willow Deity would undoubtedly 

die after slaughtering into that bone gate, never to appear again. 

It was because since the ancient times, not a single creature that entered those bone gates ever 

returned alive. 

“This child and me truly have a bit of relationship.” The Peacock Divine Lord already spoke so far. His 

intention to defend Shi Hao was extremely clear. 

“Senior, he commited a great crime, his heart is vile and evil, sneaking into my City of Heaven to obtain 

my clan’s Flying Immortal stone’s secrets. He cannot be let off!” A True deity spoke, wishing to defend 

their side. 



“Heng!” 

Peacock Divine Lord released a cold snort, and then that person immediately coughed out blood. His 

entire body seemed as if it was struck by a great hammer, almost flying outwards. His face became 

incredibly pale. 

When the Peacock Clan’s clan lord opened his mouth, normally, True deities, didn’t have the 

qualifications to interject. He coldly swept his eyes out, making many people’s minds sink. Even the 

Celestial Clan’s great Heavenly deities’ expressions were ugly. It wasn’t easy to issue any blame. 

“Senior, this person… we truly cannot let go.” 

After some hesitation, Heavenly deity Qi Tuo spoke. This was a decision that he and the other great 

Heavenly deities came to. They couldn’t release Shi Hao just because the other party was exerting 

pressure. 

No matter which side they considered it from, they couldn’t allow this to happen. This youth had 

precious techniques and immortal scriptures on him. His existence was priceless, all of them able to 

become sect protecting divine techniques. It could make a sect improve greatly, granting them glory 

throughout the ages. 

The other reason was that this youth’s natural talents were terrifying. Now that they already offended 

him, if they let him go, he might become a disaster in the future. If geniuses were not allowed to grow 

up, then they would not become anything! However, if he was given a chance, once he grew up, the 

results would be difficult to predict. 

“I ask everyone to reconsider.” Peacock Divine Lord spoke. Without that willow tree, perhaps he 

wouldn’t be here today. That was why he had to protect this youth at all costs. 

“I apologize, senior. We truly cannot agree!” Even though the Celestial Clan’s great Heavenly deities 

were nervous, they still refused. Since they had an alliance relationship, even if they other party was 

being aggressive, they still couldn’t yield. 

“What if I forcefully bring him away?!” When Peacock Divine Lord’s eyes opened and closed, five-

colored multicolored lights swirled. A powerful aura surged around his body. It was incredibly terrifying. 

“Dao brother, do not go too far.” 

Right at that moment, an aged voice sounded, transmitting into the ancient palace. At the same time, an 

old shadow appeared, one that was leaning on crutches. 

This person was all skin and bones. There was a pair of bull horns on his head. His skin was withered up 

like a skeleton, his eye sockets sunken in. He gave off a bottomless feeling, as if one’s soul would be 

sucked away. 

“Senior!” Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities got up together, expressing looks of happiness. 

This was the Celestial Clan’s dao protector, an existence of the same generation as the Old Celestial. 

Back then, if not for the six great celestials rising up, this person might have become this clan’s guardian 

deity. 



Despite this being the case, he was also quite powerful, second to only the six great celestials. He had 

lived through the endless years and was incomparably terrifying. 

Only, his age was just too great, about to pass away in meditation. He couldn’t even walk out from the 

City of Heaven, because without the divine substances here, he would immediately wither away. 

“Do you feel that I am forcing you all? I want to ask the Celestial Clan not to go too far. This youth 

escorted your clan’s genius back, so where has he wronged you?” Peacock Divine Lord didn’t speak too 

much. He stopped here to save them some face. 

“Dao brother, you want the Lightning Emperor precious technique on him, correct?” The elder asked 

coldly. 

“Senior, we will not let him go. This concerns too much,” Qi Tuo said. With the dao protector here, he 

felt a bit more at ease. 

Even though the elder might not be able to fight for a long time, if he activated the formation here, it 

was definitely enough! 

A teng sounded. Peacock Divine Lord took a step forward. A powerful aura pervaded the air. Five 

colored divine light rushed into the heavens, and a pair of chaotic wings appeared behind him. He 

looked coldly at everyone. 

“Dao brother, could it be that you wish to interfere with my clan’s decision and display military strength 

here?” The dao protector spoke. 

“You’ve all crossed the line. As for exactly what is going on, you all understand best within your hearts. 

For the sake of precious techniques, even your innate sense of right and wrong has been obliterated?” 

Peacock Divine Lord spoke extremely coldly. 

As of this moment, he was already angered. With his identity, he already tried to discuss things amiably 

to protect Shi Hao’s life, yet in the end, he was refused again. 

“You want to bring this child away? Impossible!” The elder spoke. The bull horns on his head shone. It 

was because he already received warnings from a few Heavenly deities that this matter was extremely 

important. 

“Is that so? Then I will just forcibly bring him away!” Peacock Divine Lord’s body erupted with five-

colored multicolored light. He looked at everyone with disdain. 

“You cannot do it!” The elder walked up to stop him. 

“There are some things I wish to warn you all. Because of today, should he rise up, the Celestial Clan 

might fall because of what happened. All of your glory will have become a thing of the past!” Peacock 

Divine Lord said. 

“Are you threatening us all?” 

Peacock Divine Lord said, “There is no need for threats. I am just telling you the truth. What I am doing 

today can also be considered saving you all. If that willow tree appears again and learned that you all 

killed its disciple, the Celestial Clan will definitely be wiped out from existence!” 



Hong! 

At this moment, he took action. Chaotic mists emerged from the five-colored multicolored light. It was 

shocking to the extreme! That dao protector also used his most powerful divine ability, but with a wa 

sound, he coughed out blood and backed up in retreat. 

Kacha! 

Meanwhile, one of the bull horns on the dao protector’s head was snapped. It fell onto the ground with 

a dong sound. 

“What?!” Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities were shocked. The battle had just began, but the dao 

protector was already defeated? 

“You…” Blood trickled out from the elder’s mouth. He couldn’t stand still. 

“You are already old.” Peacock Divine Lord only had these words for him. 

“Divine lord is unrivaled!” Second Baldy was excited, crying out loudly. He supported Shi Hao while 

standing to the side. He felt incredibly refreshed, finally venting out a bit of his resentment. 

Chapter 730 - Sects’ Arrival 

“You!” The Celestial Clan’s dao protector backed up. Primal chaos appeared. His chest was dyed in 

blood. His injuries were extremely severe, and the most alarming thing was the horn on the ground. It 

was soaked in blood and flickering with dark light. 

This was his unique great divine ability. These bull horns could split the heavens, hack down the sun, 

moon, and stars. It could cut down a person on the spot, terrifying to the extreme. 

Peacock Divine Lord only spoke a single line, saying that he was already old. This made the dao 

protector’s chest rise and fall intensely, feeling unconvinced and furious! 

“Beauties of the past say they are past their prime, yet they do not allow heroes to see old age.” 

Peacock Divine Lord said softly. This was a type of realization, as well as a type of helplessness. He 

thought about how this day would come for him as well. 

It was because when one reached their cultivation realm, they finally understood that no matter how 

powerful one became, there would still be a day when they would disappear. 

It was to the extent where the even the vicious ten couldn’t avoid this. They perhaps reached the 

insurmountable peak, but they still reached the end of the line, dying in meditation along the endless 

stream of time. 

He suspected that the Lightning Emperor, Kun Peng, and the others were all delivered a heavy blow by 

time as well, ultimately passing away, no longer existing in this world. 

At this moment, Kong Qiuji was excited. Even though he was in human form, part of his original form 

was still revealed. His tail feathers were displayed, the five-colored feathers shining brilliantly here. 



As for the Celestial Clan, their expressions became ugly one after another. Meanwhile, their hearts all 

stirred greatly. The Peacock Divine Lord was too terrifying, actually severely wounding their dao 

protector as soon as they met. 

Hong! 

Terrifying aura scattered outwards, and primal chaos descended from the heavens, surrounding this 

place. Even though the dao protector was shriveled up, and all skin and bones, right now, he erupted 

with incomparable might. 

This was the fury of an extremely powerful figure. Heavenly force was stirred on, and stellar light 

scattered down onto the City of Heaven. 

Behind the dao protector, magical chains interweaved densely with the heavens, merging together. As 

of this moment, it could simply represent heavenly judgement. Many great stars appeared in the 

heavens above, creating a scene that was terrifying to the extreme. 

In the distance, the expressions of the Heavenly deities of a few great sects changed. They knew that 

extremely powerful experts were in confrontation in the City of Heaven. A great problem had happened. 

“Your blood energy is dried up, not even a tenth of what it was your during your prime. Fighting against 

me now, there is not the slightest chance of success.” Peacock Divine Lord calmly said. 

He wouldn’t show mercy. He couldn’t bear to see Celestial Clan oppress others and bully a youth like 

this. Moreover, with the relationship between the Willow Deity and himself, he naturally wouldn’t 

watch from the side. 

Chi! 

From Peacock Divine Lord's back, five streaks of divine rainbows rushed into the heavens, erupting with 

brilliant radiance. It was as if five unique immortal swords were slicing open the primal chaos, slicing 

apart the descending natural laws and order. 

In that instant, the dao protectors’ face flushed red, choking back a wave of blood. His entire body 

seemed like it was on the edge of a cliff; one foot stepped on nothingness, causing him to fall. 

Fear, helplessness, and even more powerlessness! 

He immediately lost his courageousness, lacking vital energy. This strike struck down his convictions. He 

really had aged after all, unable to win this battle. 

The expressions of the Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities all changed, a shadow creeping over their hearts. 

The dao protector was too old, long lacking his peak fighting strength. It was impossible to win over 

time. 

Peng! 

The dao protector forcefully trampled down. Symbols flickered between heaven and earth. A strange 

wave of power emerged, surrounding the entire City of Heaven. A formless unmatched divine might 

appeared. 



Si! 

At this moment, everyone raised their heads. No matter how far away they were, they were all shaken 

up inside. It was because someone had opened up the great chaotic formation the six great celestials 

laid during the archaic era. 

A boundless pressure appeared. Primal chaos pervaded the air, descending from above and surrounding 

this city! 

Things had now become extremely serious! 

Right now, forget about the people here, even ordinary Celestial Race cultivators shivered inwardly, 

feeling a wave of fear inside. This concerned the fate of the clan! 

The expressions of the Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities were snow white. They were greatly shaken up 

inside. They didn’t wish for this type of situation to happen. They were allied with the Peacock Clan. If 

they had a falling out now, the results would be unimaginable. 

They originally wanted to use the dao protector as intimidation, but how could they have expected that 

the Peacock Divine Lord stood at the peak and was impossible to defeat?! 

Sigh! 

A sigh sounded. The formation, symbols, and primal chaos between heaven and earth suddenly 

disappearing, restoring the peace of this place. 

Outside the palace, an elder walked over. He was clearly standing there, yet he felt indistinct, as if he 

merged with the world. It was a medium of the great dao and difficult to see clearly. 

The Old Celestial had emerged from his isolation! 

When his foot descended, the enormous city became suffused with auspicious and peaceful radiance, as 

well as propitious brilliance. The scene was astonishing, neutralizing the great disaster. 

In reality, Peacock Divine Lord was already prepared to unleash a bloodbath. He produced a sect 

protecting supreme treasure to connect heaven and earth, destroying this place. 

“Peacock, do you feel that your actions are worth it? For the sake of a youth, you are going to declare 

war against my clan?” The Old Celestial spoke. 

“I wish to protect his life.” Peacock Divine Lord calmly spoke. 

The Old Celestial wanted to say something, but then his expression changed. He disappeared from his 

original location. 

“War Emperor, you arrived?” 

He rushed into the heavens, gazing a hundred thousand li outwards. He was vigorous like a True Dragon, 

blood energy surging. Compared to that dao protector, he simply looked like he was at the prime of his 

life, powerful to an unfathomable degree! 



Soon after, he disappeared again. There was no sound, his figure vanishing into the void. It was 

unknown whether or not he exited the city. 

City of Heaven recovered its peace. 

The great palace calmed down. 

“Reporting, Underworld Lord has arrived, wishing to pay my City of Heaven a visit.” Suddenly, a True 

deity personally came to report this information, immediately shocking this great palace. 

Underworld Lord, that was definitely not a small matter. Now that the deathlands had merged under 

one rule, becoming an extreme power that was practically an entire world of dead, the appearance of 

the lord himself naturally left everyone shaken. 

In the end, several Heavenly deities discussed among themselves. They asked the dao protector to guide 

Underworld Lord into the city. 

It was because the Celestial Clan still had confidence. Even though a few giants were here, as long as the 

great chaotic formation the six great celestial laid was still here, they didn’t fear any changes taking 

place. 

The main reason, however, was because the Old Celestial had awoken! 

A black underworld vehicle appeared. It was powerful and mysterious, pulled by nine archaic vicious 

beasts into the City of Heaven. Underworld mists pervaded the air, as if an underworld was being 

opened up here. 

“I must ask everyone for forgiveness in arriving uninvited.” 

A man walked out from the underworld carriage. He wore black and gold battle clothes that flickered 

with ice-cold dark light. His entire being was sinister and handsome, looking like he was in his thirties. He 

was precisely Underworld Lord, a terrifying powerful figure. 

No one knew how many eras he had lived through. Rumors had it that he was an ancient chaotic corpse 

who, after producing a spirit, then developed divine senses, turning into the lord of Underworld Earth. 

Someone else said that he was an unmatched expert to begin with. Otherwise, how could the flesh 

alone live and become the lord of a region. 

There were others that said that he is currently trying to recall his past. If he can remember everything 

and merge the knowledge of two lives, he might perhaps be undefeated throughout the three thousand 

provinces! 

Underworld Lord had a head of black hair that was extremely thick. Only, his bewitching and handsome 

face was extremely pale. When he saw Peacock Divine Lord he nodded with a smile. 

“I heard the youth named Huang is in Celestial Clan. He killed my clan’s Underworld Child, so I came 

especially to take a look at him.” He carried a faint smile. 



In reality, everyone knew that he came for the Lightning Emperor’s immortal scriptures, because he was 

a chaotic corpse that developed intelligence. No matter how great his cultivation became, he would 

always carry a trace of yin energy that was difficult to remove. 

He wanted to obtain the lightning dao precious technique and use its most forceful and domineering 

immortal scriptures to cleanse himself, allowing his own highest level of enlightenment to advance a 

step further. 

Underworld Lord arrived. He clearly wouldn’t let Shi Hao go. The atmosphere became more and more 

tense. Even if Celestial Clan pulled back and Peacock Divine Lord wanted to protect Shi Hao, it was still a 

huge problem. 

“Reporting! 

Soon after, another voice sounded from outside the great palace. A True deity entered, reporting to the 

higher level figures here. Heaven Mending Sect’s sect master came, wishing to pay the City of Heaven a 

visit. 

This time, not only was the Celestial Clan’s mind shaken, even Shi Hao revealed a look of shock. He 

definitely had his share of interactions with this great clan, only that it was limited to the lower realm. 

Now, the greatest sect master in the higher realms was actually going to appear! This gave him a strange 

feeling. 

Underworld Lord also revealed a look of surprise, not expecting this person to also hurry over. 

Great sleeves moved about. An individual that looked like he was about to sprout wings and ascend 

appeared. This was an elder who walked over, untainted by the flames of the secular world. He entered 

this grand ancient palace. 

Everyone was shocked, and no one dared to show contempt for him. If this person displayed his might, 

he might be able to sweep through dozens of provinces. He was definitely terrifying! 

The fame of Heaven Mending Sect in the higher realms was great, and their relationship with Immortal 

Palace was good. They often acted together, and few people dared to provoke them. 

“Little friend, seeing as how you and my sect have karma, how about your follow me?” Heaven Mending 

Sect’s elder spoke with a faint smile. 

When these words were spoken, everyone’s expressions changed. 

Shi Hao shook his head and said, “I will only leave with Peacock Divine Lord.” 

“I do not come with ill will. Yue Chan’s evaluation of you isn’t low. I just wish to ask you a few 

questions,” the elder smiled and said in a rather easy-going manner. 

However, no one dared to not attach importance to his words. What exactly did he mean? Was he being 

sarcastic, or did he truly wish to protect Shi Hao and bring him away? 

There was one thing that everyone believed, and it was that Heaven Mending Sect definitely cared 

about the Lightning Emperor’s immortal scriptures as well. There was no way they would show kindness 

for no reason. 



Shi Hao’s mind jumped. Was this person talking with him as if they were talking to Huang, or to Shi Hao? 

Then, Yin Yang Academy’s people came. Following that, the lord of the sea who established the Hundred 

beast sutra arrived as well. The atmosphere of the City of Heaven immediately became tense to the 

extreme. 

“Is Huang here? I heard that the Celestial Clan’s dao brothers are highly principled, capturing him. It 

truly is good luck.” Fire Devil Palace’s lord arrived. This was a Scarlet Feathered Crane that transformed 

into human form. He was an elder clad in scarlet dao robes. 

He carried cold intent. As soon as he arrived, he released the message that he was going to kill Huang. 

He definitely couldn’t be allowed to live. This was also helping the Celestial Clan, speaking on their side. 

In Origin Sky Secret Realm, Shi Hao had unleashed a great slaughter on Fire Devil Palace’s people, 

making their sect master furious. They stopped the entrance, yet in the end, they didn’t capture him. 

Today, he made a special trip here. 

“Truly boasting shamelessly. Who do you think you are, daring to let words loose here?” Suddenly, a 

female voice sounded from the heavens, directly berating Fire Devil Palace’s lord. 

“Who?” Fire Devil Palace’s lord was furious. 

“You aren’t worthy of knowing.” Even though the woman lightly scoffed, her voice was extremely 

beautiful like the sounds of nature. 

Then, the world calmed down. That woman didn’t enter the city. 

Then, Qin Changsheng appeared, arriving in the City of Heaven. 

Then, Demonic Sunflower Garden’s lord appeared. This was a terrifying existence that was like a great 

black sun, releasing dark light. This individual walked into the ancient palace, making many people’s 

minds tremble. 

Soon after, Yun Xi appeared, hurrying to this palace. She opened her mouth, wishing to say something, 

but there were all great figures here with sect masters present. The atmosphere was extremely 

suffocating. 

The Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities frowned. They really wanted her to leave. 

“Heavenly Country’s lord seeks an audience!” Someone reported. 

“What?” Everyone was shocked. This blood-soaked nation’s lord came as well? It was just inconceivable. 

This was an association of assassins. They always walked in the darkness. 

“This old one is the vice sect master and not the true Heavenly Country lord.” The figure of the person 

that came was indistinct. It was impossible to see him clearly or see through him. However, everyone 

could feel that he was terrifying and powerful, and there was a thick bloodiness to him that wasn’t 

disguised in the slightest. 

One could vaguely feel a sea of corpses before them. It was difficult to imagine just how many creatures 

this person had slaughtered before. 



Even the great sect masters felt as if things weren’t right. This person’s bloodiness was too thick and 

excessively terrifying. He definitely obtained great dao and achieved great cultivation accomplishments. 

“Huang cannot be left alive.” 

Heavenly Country's vice lord's words were extremely direct. He only had these few words, expressing his 

sect's decision. 

Everyone shivered inwardly. Regardless of who it was, when they looked at Shi Hao, they all felt that he 

wouldn’t make it out of this alive. 

“What if I wish to protect him?” Peacock Divine Lord spoke. 

“Divine Lord, why go so far? He is not worth it.” Someone spoke. 

“Haha…” Heavenly Country’s vice lord laughed. 

The experts of other inheritances revealed looks of surprise. Fire Devil Palace’s lord even more so shook 

his head and said, “With so many people here, he… likely wouldn’t be able to live.” 

At this moment, another person paid a visit, entering the City of Heaven. A loud and clear voice sounded 

that left everyone shaken. “I am going to protect him.” 

Everyone revealed looks of shock. This was definitely the voice that sounded from beyond the sky. 

A few people expressed their discontent, especially Fire Devil Palace’s lord and others. They all stood up. 

Killing intent pervaded the air. They stared at the entrance of the palace. 

A snow white clothed woman appeared. Icy body, jade bones, fine black hair smooth and shining, eyes 

like black gemstones and full of spirituality. As they wandered about, the beauty she exuded was 

exceptional. 

Even the sect masters who were used to seeing the illustrious individuals of the world revealed looks of 

shock. They were deeply shocked. This woman was too special, actually possessing a wave of immortal 

dao energy. 

She stood there, facing these giants, yet she still exuded this type of svelte and confidence. The snow 

clothes spread out, revealing her beautiful figure. Her divine charm was transcendent, truly exceptional 

yet solitary. 

“Who are you? By what qualifications do you have to stop the will of our sects?” Someone spoke. Fire 

Devil Palace’s lord even more so released a cold snort, releasing killing intent. 

“Because I am Ye Qingxian. You all even dare to touch my people?” Her voice was peaceful, but it 

shocked a group of people until their eyes stood up straight. She actually dared to say this. 

“Youngster, you’ve crossed the line.” One of Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deities spoke coldly. This woman 

actually dared to speak like this in their palace. 

“Celestial Clan, you all truly do not want face!” The woman directly spoke. Her voice was sharp and clear 

like droplets on a jade plate. 



Everyone’s expression changed. Someone actually dared to speak like this in the City of Heaven. 

Yun Xi was shocked. This woman looked similar in age to her, yet she dared to berate the great Heavenly 

deities of the Celestial Clan. 

“You… are talking to us?!” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo’s eyes were cold as he looked down. 

“Correct, so what?” She didn’t seem to mind in the slightest. 

Ye Qingxian’s white clothes were clearer than snow, her figure long, slender, and elegant as she walked 

over step by step like an immortal among a world of mortals. She stopped in front of Shi Hao. 

“You actually dare to to stir up trouble here? What sect’s disciple are you?” Someone scoffed, the one 

speaking a sect master from a certain great sect. 

“Shut up!” Ye Qingxian turned around and berated the sect master. 

Everyone was shocked. This woman actually dared to do this! 

Immediately, there were sect masters who displayed their divine might to suppress her. However, the 

swirling brilliance and boundless pressure were scattered by an intangible force. 

“I said I was going to protect him. I want to see who dares to act out!” Ye Qingxian stood by Shi Hao’s 

side, her eyes clear. Her entire being exuded a type of spirituality as she swept her gaze over everyone. 

Even though she was a woman, right now, she definitely possessed unmatched valiance. She looked 

down on everyone, facing the sect masters alone, leaving everyone’s minds greatly shaken. 

 


